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NOTES ON THE SPECIES OF LACHNOSTERNA OF TEMPERATE
NORTH AMERICA, WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW SPECIES.

BY JOHN B. SMITH.

(With Plates xlviii—lx.)

Few genera containing large species, or insects of even average size,

have been for so long a time in a chaotic state as the genus Laeh-

nosterna. Abundant everywhere in early summer, the insects were
largely looked upon as nuisances by collectors because, first, they

looked very much alike, and second, because no one seemed to know-

exactly what names to put on them. The collector who pinned up large

series, and obtained specimens from correspondents, soon came to the

conclusion that not only were there numerous species, but there were
numerous names for every species, and they gradually became re-

signed to a mass of material that might contain many or few species.

There is a distressing similarity of color, form, and size throughout the

genus, and yet quite sufficient individual variation in each of these

points to make specific recognition in some groups all but impossible.

Perhaps not more than two or three collections were correctly named
a few years ago, and one of these was the type collection of Dr. Le-

conte.

In my early, enthusiastic days, when it seemed easy to straighten

out all that was crooked in entomology, Bembidium and Laehnosterna

among the Coleoptera attracted my especial attention, and I gathered

in material from all sources, until I thought I had enough, and then on

the occasion of a visit to Dr. Horn, announced my intention of working

up these genera. Dr. Horn kindly showed me his material, and opened

box after box to my astonished vision, quietly discussing the charac-

ters requiring study, and the literature that must be consulted. Need-

less to say that when I left Dr. Horn's collection I was thoroughly cured

of my ambition, at least so far as Bembidium and Laehnosterna were

concerned. Thereafter I contented myself with accumulating material.

Recently, in the Transactions of the American Entomological Society,

xiv, pp. 209-29G, Dr. Horn has redeemed a long-standing promise, and

given us a revision of the species of Laehnosterna, which has rendered

possible an intelligent collection and arrangement of the species. Upon

this paper the following notes are based.

While working on the genus, Dr. Horn visited the Museum, and looked

over such of the material as I could gather together at short notice, nam-

ing many species, and pointing out their salient characters. He also

kindly offered to determine all of our material if sent him. Accoidingly

Professor Riley directed me to look out, arrange, and send series of all
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our species to Dr. Horn. This I did, and the specimens were promptly

returned. The most casual glance over the returned material showed

that I had tailed to discover the specific characters in tny superficial

arrangement of the series, and the material was left intact until the

appearance of Dr. Horn's paper.

When this at last came to hand, it was an easy task with the book!

and named specimens to correctly determine all of the unnamed mate-

rial. In order to familiarize myself with the characters used, I carefully

compared each species with its description, and noted the variations

observed. As I found that our material covered a wider territory than

that seen by Dr. Horn, 1 added localities and, so far as our specimens

showed them, dates of capture as well. Without any definite idea in

making these notes, it occurred to me that they might be useful in a list

of the species contained in the Museum collection.

Our material was remarkably rich in specimens and species. My own
collection, purchased by the Museum, contained a full representation of

forms found around Xew York City, and many lots obtained in Jbulk by

exchange from all parts of the country.

The Riley collection donated to the Museum, was rich in material from

Texas and the Mississippi Valley, and especially valuable because much
of it was dated, or contained other information on the labels.

From the Morrison collection, purchased for the Museum, we had long

series of several species, principally from Xorth Carolina. Finally, in

the Department of Agriculture and Museum collection proper, there

were many specimens from all parts of the country sent in by corre-

spondents or because of injuries caused by them.

The fauna of the District of Columbia was not very well represented,

and to obtain full series of local species, and to gather information on

food habits, dates of appearances, etc., Mr. Schwarz and myself de-

termined to make a series of collections and observations—a work which
first induced the idea of this paper from the results of our observations

;

results not at all anticipated when we started collecting.

The arrangement of the fusca group, or more correctly the union of

forms under the specific term fusca, by Dr. Horn did not strike me as

entitled to be called final
; the less so, as Dr. Horn evidently was not

<l u ite satisfied himself, and we were in hopes of finding some more sat-

isfactory limit for the species. In all these points we were successful,

as the following will show.
I desire here to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. E. A. Schwarz

for his aid in collecting specimens, for his pertineut suggestions, and
lor assistance in the work of ascertaining the range of the species.

Messrs. Pergandeand Alwood, of the I >epartment of Agriculture, joined

in many of the evening excursions and kindly placed at my disposal

all the material obtained by them. Mr. C. H. Roberts, visiting Wash-
ington at that time, also joined me in the collections made near my own
house, and together we found many species. Mr. Ulke, who, while the
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others were haunting the woods, collected at the electric light and gave
many specimens for the purposes of study, also deserves my thanks.

Professor Riley, by his kind permission to use the Museum material,

and the suggestions offered, has materially added to the completew

of the paper. Finally Dr. Horn has my siucere thanks for the liber-

ality which induced him to place even unique types at my disposal foi

the study of the genitalia. I am happy to say that I did not in any

way injure a siugle specimen. In addition to the material from the

sources above enumerated, I have also received an I studied numerous

lots of specimens seut me by correspondents from all parts of the

United States, so that I believe that I have seen and carefully ex-

amined more specimens of Lachnosterna than even Dr. Horn in his

original study of the genus.

Jn the course of our collections I first noted in specimens taken in

coitii a difference in the appearauce of the male genitalia. I am aware

that in a somewhat fragmentary way the genitalia of some genera of

Coleoptera have been studied in Europe, and that a few of our Scara-

bwidce also have been studied in connection with European species, but

I have made no exhaustive study of the literature of this subject.

In this country Dr. Horn has made use of the sexual structures in his

study of the species of Corphyra, but, so far as I am aware, no other

American author has made anything like a systematic attempt at their

study.

The positive results seen by me in my studies of these organs in the

Lepidoptera led me to a careful examination of them in the species

here, in the hope that here might be the character by which the spe-

cies of the fusca group could be finally and satisfactorily separated.

The hope was realized even more fully than I had expected, and

the great differences found in the males led to an examination of

the females for correlated structures, which proved as distinctive as

those of the male, and which, so far as I am aware, have not been hith-

erto studied.

A striking character in the males of many species is the remarkable

asymmetry of the organs, for which I can not find an entirely satisfactory

reason, and to which there seems to be no exact correlation of female

structures. I shall, further on, give the only explanation that I have

been able to find—whether sufficient or not I cau not at present be sure.

1 shall not endeavor to make any generalizations from the characters

described, fully realizing that it is much too soon for that. I simply

wish to add some information regarding the characters of the species,

and to record my ideas as to the standing of others. The characters

afforded by the genitalia of both male and female will, I am convinced,

be more and more used in the future to decide questions of specific iden-

tity. Perhaps it may be of interest to quote from Dr. Kraatz on tins

subject, Dr. Kraatz having worked considerably and well in this line.

He says (Deutsche Ent. Zeitschr., 1881, V. 25, p. 116):
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(1) Larger, natural groups, show a typical form of penis, but not always.

(•<J) The naturalness of certain genera can often be demonstrated by the peculiar

format ion of t he pi /">, where i here is ;i luck of ol her striking ch iracters; it is a sup-

plementary character of greal value.

(:i) Most species, and often verj similar ones,show great, often remarkable, differ-

ences in th<' structure of the pi ni«.

To these conclusions my studies induce me to give full consent, save

that the first may in' subject to some farther modifications or limita-

tions. This paper by Kraatz gives a very fair and well- written review

of the literature of the study of the genitalia, and is well deserving of

careful reading by all interested iu the study of these structures. I

would emphasize in addition to the conclusions above cited that the

characters are invariable within specific limits, and that while identity

of genital structure is not always indicative of specific identity, differ-

ence of this structure is always indicative of specific difference.

Lacordaire is said to hive called these structures the " key to species,''

and, while hardly willing to accept that dictum to its full extent, it cer-

tainly has proved so in Lachnostema.

The rather remarkable result reached in the study of these organs in

the tonus allied to fusca, and confounded under the same name, may
seem indicative of a tendency to a too minute subdivision of forms upon

internal structures ; but here I only emphasize by them the external

characters which otherwise would warrant only Dr. Horn's conclusions

that they are individual, evanescent, and scarcely varietal. The fact

that in same localities two or more of the forms occur together will

make it necessary to collect more carefully and in larger series, and also

to devote more study to the separation of the species.

The correlation of the 9 parts to the S structures will make it neces-

sary to devote more attention to this sex in the future, aud there is no

reason why, with a fresh specimen, determination from that sex should

not be as absolute or as easy as that of the $ .

A difficulty in description arises from the want of a nomenclature of

the parts. Descriptive terms are lacking for the peculiar forms assumed

by the clasper of the $ , while for the 2 I have been unable to find any

nomenclature whatever.

For the males, J. S. Baly has proposed a nomenclature, in Trans.

Hut. Soc. Loud., 1S70, p. 173, but this is not entirely applicable to the

present genus, and is, in my opinion, far from the best that can be pro-

posed. He calls the entire male organ the "telum." I propose to use

this term for the corneous tube inclosing the true membranous penis

and the other soft parts. It differs in structure in Lachnostema in that

it varies from a complete tube to a half cylinder, closed or open at the

top. I have made no use of the variations of this part, and doubt its

ever furnishing available characters. Surmounting this are the clasp-

eis. or, as Baly says, the "apex." These are the organs whose varia-

tions furnish the specific characters, and I believe the term clasper. ex-

pressive of its use, is better than the term apex, expressive merely of

position. What Baly calls the " valve " I have been unable to fix satis
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factorily in this genus, and therefore use neither the term nor any sub-

stitute. What I take to be the true penis or intromittent organ, Baly
calls the " duct," It is entirely membranous and therefor.- useless in

classification. The variations mentioned by Baly are largely individ-

ual, and will vary according as the specimen has or has not copulated.

Iu the females I have found no guide at all to a nomenclature. The
structures, as they appear in Laehnostertia, consist of a pair of broad in-

ferior plates, of a generally similar shape and which I do not specif-

ically refer to in this paper, as the other structures render their use un-

necessary. They may however in other groups prove of value. Above
these are a pair of superior plates, generally smaller and narrower than

the inferior, and much more variable. When the organs are most fully

developed these plates are excised at their point of superior union,

and are surmounted by a pubic process very variable in shape in the

species, and this organ is the one which furnishes most of the charac-

ters used in this paper. Where this structure is not present the supe-

rior plates are much more specialized, and the variations are then spe-

cific. In a very few species the corneous characters are reduced to a

single pair of imperfectly chitiuized plates, and there are then no visible

differences to be observed. I have found that the more uusymmetrical

and the more developed the character of the male, the stronger will be

found the characters of the female. As th * male characters become

symmetrical the female characters become less prominent, the pubic

process first disappearing, until with the least development of the males

the corneous characters disappear almost entirely and at all events are

useless for specific identification.

I shall not undertake very full verbal descriptions of these parts, but

prefer to let my figures answer most of the questions. A reference to

these figures will show my reason very clearly, as no words could ac-

curately describe the peculiar turnings and twistings. The mobility of

the male claspers is not great in any case, and in some species they are

absolutely immobile, being united in front and forming a c Knplete ring.

The modification in these species is not very great, and in the females

the characters are, of course, correspondingly weak. It is not easy to

watch coition iu these insects, though specimens in coitu are not un-

common in some species. Tristis is most usually found in coitu. hirti-

cula next, iu my experience, and the others comparatively rare. Tristis

is one of those in which the claspers are not mobile, and no observa

tions could be made of their use. Hirticula has claspers which are de-

cidedly dissimilar, while the female structures are well marked. I

uever succeeded in seeing the union of the sexes, though quite a num-

ber were taken united. From these specimens I tried to see the method

of union, but was not very successful, as the male claspers so com

pletely envelope the female parts that little could be seen of them. I

did see, however, that the claspers held more particularly the pubic

process, and that the inferior plates are not at all concerned in the
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union of the sexes. I tried prying the claspers apart, but they broke

lather than yielded; pulling- resulted in tearing out the organs of one

or the other; and thru it struck me that possibly a little twist might

loosen them, and it did. I found it easy thereafter to disconnect the

corneous portions of the sexes by simply turning the specimens at

right angles to each other ; this unlocked them at once. The app ir-

eut immobility or very slight range of motion might possibly explain

the asymmetry by the suggestion that the claspers form a real lock,

which by a simple twist engages the corresponding female hasp or pro-

cess, and holds it fast against all direct strains, yielding at once, how-

ever, to the unlocking motion. Consistent with this is the fact that all

those species with dissimilar claspers have well-developed female or-

gans, while greater simplicity in the $ is accompanied by a reduction

and final loss of corneous parts in the 9 . Why this should be so I do

not venture to explain.

Further comments and suggestions belong more properly under the

notes on the species.

It is easy in fresh specimens to extrude the genitalia in both sexes.

Simple pressure of the abdomen will usually force them out at once to

full view. In alcoholic specimens a curved forceps inserted in the anal

opening will readily grasp the corneous processes and bring them to

view without difficulty. In dry specimens the abdomen can be readily

removed, the organs taken out, and the abdomen theu replaced with a

drop of shellac. It is more easy, however, to relax by throwing in

water for a couple of hours, when they can be treated as are alcoholic

specimens. Much more rapid and in many respects more satisfactory

is turning a small jet of steam on the specimen, which will render it fit

for examination in about two minutes. I relaxed most of the speci-

mens examined by turning the escape valve of the steam-heater in my
room at the Museum into a large jar containing the specimens to bo

softened. This, by the bye, is our method of softening dried Coleoptera

for mounting; unfortunately it is available only in the winter, when
the steam-heaters are in use.

Before going on to the annotations I will give the results of the col-

lections made during the season of 1888 by the combined forces of the

Washington entomologists, not only to show the- quantity of material

at command, but also to give an idea of the richness of the fauna of

the District and to show what thorough collecting in any one locality

will bring to light.

Several points were visited. Our principal collecting ground was the

park surrounding the Department of Agriculture. In one corner were
many young oaks and hickorys of various species, and here, with a grassy
lawn kept free from all undergrowth, was an ideal place. The outfit con-

sisted of an umbrella, a heavy stick, a lantern, and unlimited bottles.

One man handled the umbrella and cane; that is, he did the beating of

the trees, while the other managed the lantern and bottles, both gath-
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<fcng in the spoils. Usually there were two parties. The species begin
to fly just at dusk, and a few could be taken before dark ou low trees.

As soon as darkness set in, the buzzing became audible everywhere and
Kindreds of insects could be feltratber than seen, while the trees began
rustling

- as with life. It was interesting to note the start of the speci-

mens. First a slight whirr of wings in the grass, then a momentary
silence followed by another whirr, this again followed by an interval

before the specimen finally flew off with a hum. Beating began at dark
when a branch outlined by the faint light of the sky could be seen to

be surrounded by the multitude of specimens. Work was steadily con-

tinued, the same trees being visited at short intervals until 9.30 to 10

p. m., when the beetles were generally settled for the night and ceased

flying. By this time, too, our bottles were generally sufficiently full, and
we were ready to quit. We fouud that youug trees were the favorites

throughout, and that the crowus and upper branches of large trees

suffered most.

In order to try the effect of different surroundings, we made occa-

sional excursions to the Virginia side of the Potomac, just above Wash-
ington, and here we took other species in smaller numbers and with in-

finitely more trouble.

My house is situated on Lanier Heights, about half a mile outside of

the city, to the north, and on the crest of a hill overlooking Rock Creek
Valley. The ground is bare, and there are no trees except along the

road and ou my grounds. Ou the terrace back of my house a few young
pear trees proved a source of great attraction, and only persistent col-

lection saved them from complete destruction. In front of my house I

have about 50 feet of privet hedge, aud into this, on some evenings, I

could put my hands at random, sure to get a few specimens. They ate

little of this, however, and did no appreciable damage. A Wistaria vine

on one side of my front porch was still more attractive, and tbis they

damaged badly. They did not touch my roses, though others reported

great damage to them. At the foot of the hill upon which the house

stands, and at the entrance of a deep, narrow valley leading to Rock
Creek, there are a few large oaks, and here only L. affinis was found

feeding.

Finally we made three trips to Rock Creek Valley, with poor suc-

cess; for though there were plenty of the most attractive and convenient

trees for the imagos, there is no true sod, and but a sparse covering of

vegetation on the clay soil aud gravel—no place for larva. The results

of our collecting seem to prove that grass is absolutely accessary tv>

produce numerous specimens. The imagos of L. arcuata 1 found per-

fectly colored and matured in October, 18S7, and the date of their first

appearance in 1888—April 30—was coincident with the first really warm
day of spring.

With this description of localities the references hereafter will be

snore easily understood.
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The captures of an evening were carefully overhauled next morning-,,

every specimen being examined for sex and variations, and many of

each lot being examined as to genital structure to discover possible

variations in these structures. Especially was I careful to examine all

those offering any superficial variations in any direction. As already

stated, none were discovered; they were absolutely constant.

1 shall first give the collections by dates, and a"terward a list of the

species, with localities and dates of capture, and relative abundance.

April ."><>.—A very hot dny. Beetles appeared for the first time this

season, beginning to fly early and everywhere. Observed them in great

numbers on the young maples in front of the house, and found them

mostly females. None were preserved, and no notes were made.

Following this unusually hot day, which brought out everything, there

came a week of unpleasant weather, during which no collecting was done,,

and but few specimens were living. I noted, however, late in the week

that the blossoms of my pear trees began to drop, and on examination

found that on most of them there were little notches bitten out ot the

flower stem, preventing of course the setting of the fruit. This damage
I traced to Lachnosterna, and thereafter waged war against them. I

observed that they flew freely early in the evening, and settled down
to work when it became dark, flying little afterward; therefore, if I

cleared my trees by shaking iuto an umbrella after it was fully dark,

they were safe for the balance of the night. Warm, sultry evenings

they were most active, and on one occasion, coming home near midnight,

I heard them in my hedges and on the small maples buzzing and occa-

sionally flying.

On this point—flying— it maybe interesting to note that Mr. Schwarz

and myself noticed that, as in the European Cockchafer, our species,

before starting a flight, inflate the abdomen by rapidly expanding and

contracting several times, expanding the wings meanwhile, and this is

probably what causes the preliminary buzzing noticed in the evening

before the steady hum of flight.

May 6.— 1 )etailed memorandum lost. The note says : "The small num-

ber of specimens is accounted for by the capacity of the collecting bot-

tle. Hirticula came first, before it was quite dark; with it, micans;

fusca came last. This fusca is the form afterward made out as distinct

under the term arcuata. In future I will use the latter term.

May 7.—Lanier Heights. L. arcuata, 144 $ , 121 9; L. hirticula, 11

$ ,32 9 ; L. tristis, 1 3,1 9 (iu cop.) ; L. micans, 1 9 ; L. affitlis, 3 9
;

L. in versa, 1 9 .

At the pear trees the collection was made without light. Hirticula,

micans, and tristis came at about the same time. I believe the apnis

and inversa were also taken early, flying from the oaks at the foot of

the hill. Later the specimens taken on privet and wisteria were almost

without exception arcuata, They would commence to eat the most ten-

der tips first, but never ate much. Some would take little bites out of
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tlie stalks, which turned black next day, and the twig afterward with-

ered. The series of arcuata showed in the male a considerable, though
gradual, variation in size, the ventral character remaining identical.

The depression on the last segment is oval, shaped, the upper end
encroach iug on the penultimate segment, the crest of the ridge distinct

and overhanging. Smaller specimens had the character most intensi-

fied. Four distinct forms were separable, fairly defined, yet with in-

termediate forms.

(1) A large, darker, robust, heavily punctured form, with discolored

ventricose abdomen, and very firm elytra.

(2) The ordinary smooth form, varying in color, and often fully as

dark as the preceding. Elytra softer, abdomen paler, form less ven-

tricose in both sexes.

(3) A robust brown form, considerably smaller than the preceding,

but proportionately broader. The punctuation is distinct.

(4) A still smaller, parallel form, which I thought at first might be

different. It varies from castaneous to piceous, and the clytral punctu-

ation tends to become rugulose ; iu one specimen it is so.

May 8.—At Lanier Heights. A chilly night ; but few specimens

flying. L. arcuata, 65 5 , 19 9 ; L. hirticula, 6 5 , 9
; L. affinis, 1 9 .

There was nothing in arcuata not previously noted. Two only of the

forms taken yesterday were distinguishable in this lot in both sexes.

The small specimens still uniformly have the ventral characters best

marked.

May 9.— At Lanier Heights. Somewhat sultry, but a chilly, moist

wind. Insects abundant early iu the evening; at 9.30 very few were

found on the trees and hedges. There was no reserve to take the place

of tho.^e captured my me. L. arcuata, 156 5 , 68 9 ; L. hirticula, 18 5 r

28 9 ; L. inversa, 15,19; L. affinis, 15,19.
May 10.—At Lanier Heights. A cloudy, chilly evening. Mr. C. II.

Roberts with me. L. arcuata, 176 5 , 190 9 ; L. hirticula, 19 5 , 46 9
;

L. affinis, 7 5 , 2 9 ; L. micans, 2 9 .

May 11.— Lanier Heights. Mr. Roberts and myself took : L. arcuata,

30 5 , 26 9 ; L. hirticula, 5 5 ,3 9 , L. micans, 2 5,29; L. inversa, 1 5
7

1 9 ; L affinis, 15.
On this date I received also the first specimen of L. crenulata, said to

have been very numerous and destructive to Roses, a few miles from

Washington.

May 12.—At Lanier Heights with Mr. Roberts. L. arcuata, 77 5,

106 9 ; L. ilicis, 1 5 ; L. micans, 1 5 ; L. inversa, 2 5,19; L. hirticula,

3 5 , 7 9 ; L. affinis, 3 5,19.
The evening was dull, close, and yet cold, and the collections were

chiefly on pear.

May 13—At Lanier Heights, with Mr. Roberts. Evening chilly, with

quite heavy rains later. Very little flying. L. arcuata, 9 5,3 9 ; L.

hirticula, 2 5.3 9 ; L. inversa, 1 9 .
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In tbe afternoon of this day I picked up the first specimen of L.fra-

terna v , on the road.

May 14.—Cold and rainy. No beetles flying and none came to light.

May i,-).—The same conditions prevailed.

May Hi.—Chilly, yet close. No rain. Mr. Roberts and myself went

down into Rock Creek Valley, but neither saw nor heard a specimeu.

The blackberries are just beginning to bloom but attracted nothiug.

Returning, we found on the pear trees L. arcuata, 1 2,2 9 .

May 17.—On the Department of Agriculture grounds, the party con-

sisting of Messrs. Schwarz, Pergande, Roberts, and myself. The even-

ing was cool and threatening, but it did not rain.

The result of the combined collections was : L. arcuata, 307 8 , 161 9
;

/,. inversa, 230 8 , 107 9 ; L. hirticula, 57 8 , 43 9 ; L. micans, 3 $ ; L.

fraterna, 2 8 ; L. hornii, 19; in all, 974 specimens. Mr. Roberts kindly

assisted me in sorting this catch. Oaks and hickorys were beaten, the

oaks giving the fraterna and hornii. The fraterna here taken, by the

bye, is the form determined as forsteri by Dr. Horn, and to this form

his paper led me in the determination. After-study convinced me that

the specimens taken ou the Agricultural grounds were really of a dis-

tinct species. As I did not make this discovery until after the col-

lecting season was over, I can not say exactly what specimens are fra-

terna and what the new species as they are referred to in my notes. I

.shall therefore make no effort to distinguish here, but will call every

thing fraterna that then seemed to be such.

The time spent was about one and one-half hours, and the capacity

of the bottles determined the cessation of the collection,

May 18.—Lanier Heights with Mr. Roberts. The oaks at the foot of

the hill were visited and gave: L. fraterna, 2 S ; L. micans, 3 8. On
privet and pear we took: L. arcuata, 7 8 , 7 9 ; L. hirticula, 3 8 .

May 20.—Lanier Heights with Mr. Roberts. The oaks at the foot of

the hill were again visited; the night was damp, chilly, and moonlit.

L. arcuata, 3 8 , 1 9 ; L. hirticula, 13 $ , 4 9 ; L. tristis, 3 8 • L. aftinis,

4,5.52; L. inversa, 2 8,2 9 .

The affinis with one exception were from the same tree ; the others

close by, gave principally hirticula; inversa scattered ; the tristis were

on the same tree with affinis.

The ground was full of hirticula, buzzing in every direction. No
more were taken by us because they flew to the high branches, which

were not easily reached. Nothiug was found either on pear or on

privet.

May 22.—At the Department of Agriculture, Messrs. Schwarz, Per-

gande, Alwood, and myself. Night cool and cloudy: oak, hickory, and

hazel were beaten and proved almost equally productive. L. tristis,

1 9 ; L. hornii, 18; Jj. fraterna, 3 8 ; L. hirticula, 01 $ , 42 9 ; L. ar-

cuata, 116 <3, 194 9; L. inversa, 137 8, 115 9 ; in all, 733 specimens.

The principal flight seems over. It is noteworthy that the character
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of the fauna remains the same; there is no addition or subtraction of

species.

May 26.—At Lauier Heights took about 39 specimens of arcuata, and

nearly all females. Previous evenings had not been favorable for col-

lecting, and only a few specimens flew to light, and were not noted.

May 27.—At Lanier Heights. Collection was from pear, and quite

a number on the succulent weeds of my lower terrace, which I had al-

lowed to run wild. L. arcuata, 17 3 ; 51 9 ;
L. inversa, IS ,19; L. Mr-

ticula, IS ,4 9 ; L. tristis, 1 9 .

The preponderance of the females at this time is worthy of note. On

this date Mr. Ulke found crenulata for the first time at the electric lights.

May 28.—At Lanier Heights. Night hot and close, Photinus pyralis

appearing in numbers. L. micans, 1 9 ; L. affinis, 1 S , 1 9 ; L. Mrticula,

19; L. arcuata, 25 S , 50 9 .

This same evening Messrs. Schwarz and Pergande collected in the

Department grounds, keeping the result of beatings on oak and

hickory separate. On oak, L. Mrticula, 4 3,39; L. arcuata, 27 S , 46 9
;

L. inversa, 16 S ,
24 9 . On hickory, L. liornii, 2 S , 2 9 ;

L. gibbosa, 1 9
;

L. inversa, 72 S , 93 9 ; L. arcuata, 74 S , 138 9 ;
in all, 513 specimens.

L. gibbosa is for the first time added to the list of species.

May 29.— In order to test whether the same species would be found

under different circumstances, we decided upon a trip to the Virginia

shore of the Potomac just above Washington, collecting along the crest

of the hills there. The result was quite gratifying, showing that a

variety of food plants is apparently necessary for a variety of species,

and that perhaps the larvae are not indiscriminate feeders. Messrs.

Schwarz, Pergande, Alwood, Heideman, and myself constituted the

party. Every tree and shrub was beaten, though we found oak, hick-

ory./and persimmon as most fruitful. The captures were: L. Mrticula,

21 '$
, 34 9 ; L. micans, 1 S , 5 9 ; L. inversa, 1 S , 3 9 ;

L. ilicis, 2 S
;

L.crenulata,6 3,5 9; L.fraterna,3 9; L. gibbosa, 1 3,19; L. tristis,

9 S ,11 9 ; L. arcuata, 5 S , 6 9 ; L. dubia, 1 S . This is the greatest

number of species taken on any one night. In addition there were a

number of Serica (2 species), Chalepus, Ligyrus, and Macrodactylus.

Sumach, which on Long Island I had found excellent for Serica,

yielded nothing. Blackberry blossoms, on which I had taken crenulata

by the hundreds on Long Island, also proved unattractive here, while

persimmon proved quite unexpectedly fruitful of specimens.

June 3.—Kock Creek Valley. Mr. Schwarz and myself. Cool and

damp, little insect life stirring. L. affinis, IS ,1 9; L.fratcma, 1 S
;

L. inversa, 3 9 ; L. arcuata, 5 S , 4 9 ; L. Mrticula, 1 3,1 9 .

Of the affinis the S was taken on persimmon aud the 2 9 on the old

oak upon which most of the other specimens were found.

June 4.—Virginia. Mr. Schwarz, Mr. Alwood, aud myself. L. in

versa, 1 9 ; L. arcuata, 1 3,1 9 ; L. crenulata, 2 9 ;
L.fraterna, 1 3 ,

6 9 ; I, micans, IS, 7 9 ; L. Mrticula, 17 3 ,
24 9 .

Many of these
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were on persimmon, while, as ou the previous occasion, neither sumach

nor blackberry yielded anything.

On the way to our collecting ground we picked out of a fountain:

L. hornii, 1 9 ; L. gibbosa, 1 6 .

June 9.—Rock Creek Valley. Mr. Schwarz, Mr. Al wood, and my-

self.

The results are poor. />. affinis, 1 $ ; L. inversa, I $ , 5 9 ;
L. tristis,

1 9 ; L. hirtivuUi, 8 $ , 17 9 : 7.. fraterna, 2 9 ; Z. micans, 7 3,09^
L.arcuata, G 3 , 25 9.

The night was one in every respect favorable, the location so far as

trees are concerned could not be better, but the sod is poor, grass thin,

and indeed very little true grass at all. This seems to point strongly

to the reason why the Department grounds proved such an excellent

locality.

Persimmon seems a favorite here. On my pear trees a very few

arcuata were found. Siuce our last Virginia trip, the electric light fauna

has changed. The species of Lachnosterna are now generally replaced

by Chalepus and Ligyrus, while Diplotaxisis not rare.

The nights from the 10th to the 13th, inclusive, were cold and windy,

and nothing but a few arcuata and hirticula, and an occasional inrersa r

ventured out.

At this point the notes cease. From this time to the end of the

month almost every moment of my time, both day and evening, was

taken up in work on the exhibit collection for the Cincinnati Exposi-

tion, three months' work being crowded into three weeks. One other

trip to the Department grouuds was made by Mr. Schwarz and myself,

developing nothing new. Into my window at Lanier Heights a few

specimens found their way, attracted by the light, but they were not

numerous.

On June 30, I left for Cincinnati, returning about the 10th of July.

Mr. Schwarz and myself then made another trip to the Department of

Agriculture grounds, turning up a few specimens of gracilis only. This

species was new to me, not having been seen at all before I left.

Mr. Ulke, who continued collecting at the electric lights, reports the

first arrival of ephilida and gracilis on July 17, the former rarely, the

latter abundantly. On July 19 the last fraterna was taken at light-

On August one specimen each of quercus and gracilis appeared, and

on August 8 one specimen of ephilida. This closes the record.

Mr. Ulke also took L. marginalis, L. rillifrons, aud L. balia at light;

we found none in beating.

This record gives approximately the local material at hand, all of

which was carefully studied in the preparation of this paper. In the

form of a list the following were taken in and around the city of Wash-
ington during the season of 1888, as set out above:

Lachnosterna ephilida Say. Lachnosterna gibbosa Burm.

gracilis Burm. affinis Lee.
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Laeknostema inversa Horn. Lachnosterna villifrona Lee. Mule Ulke).
micana Knock, balia Say (fide Dike),
arcuata Smith. hirticula Kuoch.
dubia Smith, ilicis Enoch.
uiargiualis Lee. (fide Ulke). hornii Smith,
fraterna Harris. crenulata Frohl.

nova Smith. quercus Enoch (fide Ulke).
hirsuta Enoch (fide Ulke) tristis Fabr.

In all, twenty species, four of them heretofore undescri bed or not rec-

ognized as distinct. There is no reason why other localities should
not do as well, and I am firmly convinced that there are still many new
species to be discovered.

To this list of species occurring- in the District of Columbia must be
added the following, represented in the local collections:

Lachnosterna congrua Lee. (Coll. Ulke); grandia Smith (Coll. div. :

Iuctuosa Horn (Coll. Schwarz); profunda Blanch (Coll. Ulke);

parvideus Lee. (Coll. Ulke).

This gives a total of twenty-five species, a rather disproportionate

representation of the total number for so small a territory in so widely

distributed a genus as Lachnosterna, and it indicates a considerable

addition to the number of species when careful collections shall have

been made. These collections Dr. Horn's paper have made possible,

and it well illustrates the peculiar and intuitive perception of relation-

ships so marked in the doctor's work that nearly all of his groups turn

out to be perfectly natural after the study of the genital organs.

To the kindness of Mr. TVestcott, of Chicago, I owe a chance to ex-

amine some of the catch recorded in an 1888 number of Entomologh a

Americana, and among them I found the following: Lachnosterna <jii>-

bosa, 230 3,29; Lachnosterna dubia, 10 $ ; Lachnosterna fasca, 53 S
,

2 9 ; Lachnosterna grandis, 1 $ .

The preponderance of the males is easily explained by the faet that

these collections were all made at light, and the males are always Aery

much more numerously attracted than the females.

To the kindness of Mr. Ulke I owe a large lot of specimens collected

at the electric light at Cleveland, Ohio, and these proved all of one

species—the true fusoa. There were 150 males and 71 females.

NOTES ON THE SPECIES, PRINCIPALLY IN THE MUSEU3I COLLECTION.

1. L. lanceolata Say.

We have numerous specimens, $ and 9 : Texas (Coll. Riley and

Smith), Kansas (Coll. Riley and Smith), Xew Mexico (Coll. Smith),

Colorado, July (Riley), Missouri (Riley).

Our Kansas specimens are decidedly paler than the specimens from

the other localities, and do not seem to be immature. Mr. Ulke's col-

lection has specimens from ^Nebraska and Dakota.

The genitalia of both sexes are shown at PI. xlviii, tig. 1. They are

extremely simple, and resemble closely the forms found at the extreme
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end of the series. In the male the claspers are symmetrical, and are

completely united, forming an entire circle. In the female, there is

only a single pair of corneous plates.*

2. L. cribrosa Lee, 4 $ , 3 $ .

All from Belfrage, Tex. (Coll. Riley.) Mr. Ulke has it from Ari-

zona.

In this species the genitalia are somewhat more distinctive in both

sexes. In the male the claspers are still united along the front, but

bhey are more characteristic, and in the female the two pair of plates

arc distinct.

In addition to the differences noted by Dr. Horn, the females in our

collection are rather stouter, more ventricose than the males.

3. L. aequalis Lee.

Not. in our collection; Dr. Horn says it was a unique from El Paso,
,

Tex. It is not in his collection, and I have been unable to obtain any

sp 'cimen for study.

4. L. farcta Lee.

Several specimens of both sexes, all from Texas, and mostly collected

by Belfrage. (Coll. Riley and Smith.) Two of the specimens are dated

April 27.

The genitalia of both sexes are figured, PI. xlviii, fig. 4. They dif-

fer in the male, in that the clampers are well separated in front though

not at all mobile, beiug completely united posteriorly. The sides are

perfectly symmetrical. Iu the female the upper plates are united, and

form a representative of the public process.

5. L. torta Lee.

There are 8 $ and 2 9 in the collection, all of them from Texas. (Coll.

Riley and J. B. Smith.) One specimen is marked Dallas, Tex.

Mr. Ulke's collection contains a specimen from New Mexico ; Mr.

Schwarz has the species from Columbus, Tex., July 9. It seems a late

liver.

The genitalia in both sexes are well developed. In the $ they are

symmetrical, united by a single point iu frout. The 9 has the superior

plates united, forming a pseudo-pubic process.

No variations not recorded by Dr. Horn were observed.

6. L. hamata Horn.

Not in our collection. The type is a unique S from Texas, in the col-

lection of Dr. Horn.

The genitalia, which Dr. Horn kindly allowed me to extract from the

$ , are symmetrical, somewhat more simple than in torta, but the clasp-

ers perfectly free iu front, though so united as to be immobile.

7. L. latifrons Lee.

A few specimens, mostly $ ,are in our collection, two of them donated

by .Mr. Schwarz, the others retained from lots received for determina-

*A> this paper is intended to !>'• rather supplementary to Dr. Horn's Revision, none

of i he matters referred to by the Doctor will be touched upon here except where ueces-

bary.
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tion. There is quite a difference in the coloration of the specimens
seen, though none in other directions.

All the specimens are from Florida. Mr. Schwarz has the followiug
dates: Biscayue, May 19,2L; Enterprise, May 24; Lake Harney, May 4.

The genitalia of the $ are distinctly united in front, and more simple
than in the immediately preceding species. The 9 , on the contrary, is

very characteristic, and much more strougly developed as to genitalia

than the simple characters of the $ would seem to indicate. The infe-

rior plates are well developed, and the superior plates and pubic pro-

cess are fused into one piece. It is really a modification of the su-

perior plates, which are united on the median line.

8. L. generosa Horn.

Not in our collection. Dr. Horn had onl\ a single S specimen from
Texas, and from this he allowed me to study the genitalia. These are

symmetrical, the claspers not united in front, and somewhat unique in

shape. The species seems rare, and so far I have not seen any other

specimen.

9. L. praetermissa Horn.

Not in our collection. The species ( $ only) was collected by Morri-

son in Louisiana, but none were in the collection obtained by the Mu-
seum. From a specimen loaned by Dr. Horn the genitalia were studied,

and are of decided interest as the first showing marked asymmetry of

the claspers and partial mobility. Three figures are given showing

the claspers from above aud from each side. Quite a different place

for this species would seem to be indicated by this structure.

10. L. prununculina Bnrni.

Five specimens are in the collection : 1 $ (Florida, coll. J. B. Smith);

4 9 (Georgia, coll. Kiley and J. B. Smith). The male is reddish brown,

shining
; the females are all blackish, opaque, with slight irides-

cence.

Mr. Schwarz has it from Tampa, Fla., April 28, and Crescent City.

Fla., June 8—au unusually long period for the species. Mr. Ulke's

collection contains specimens from Virginia, the most northern point

thus far recorded.

The genitalia of both sexes are distinctive. In the male they are

symmetrical, the claspers immobile. They are peculiar by the vertical

development. In the female the superior plates are very strongly

modified, forming a very obvious lead to some of the strongly devel-

oped forms of the rugosa group.

11. L. glaberrima Blanch.

Males and females in the collection. Cedar Keys, Fla.. June <i (coll.

C. V. B.), 2 $ ; Florida (coll. J. B. S.), 1 S ;
Kentucky, 1 5 (coll. J. B.

S.); Delaware (coll. J. B. S.), 13; New Jersey (coll. C. V. R.), 1 9

;
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Coney Island. N. V. (coll. J. B. S.), 15,19. The Coney Island speci-

mens may well be from New Jersey, having been found on the beach.

Mr. Schwarz has the species from ("apron, Fla., April 14, 22; En-

terprise, May 21; Cedar Keys, June 5, (J. Mr. dike has specimens

from Florida, .Maryland, New York, Illinois. Dr. Horn gives "Penn-

sylvania to Florida " as the range of the species.

In genital Structure this species approaches the preceding. \n the

male the claspers are symmetrical, free, and developed in the same ver-

tical direction noticeable in prununculina. The female characters are

much less strongly developed, though in the same line as in the pre-

vious species. The figures are left to explain the differences.

12. L. ephilida Say.

Males and females are in the collection. Louisiana (coll. J. B. S.), 4

S; Kansas (coll. C. V. R., from Morrison), 5 $ ;
Pennsylvania (coll.

C. V. R.), 15,2 9; District of Columbia (Museum coll.), many specimens

of each sex. For dates of the local collections see the introductory re-

marks. In Mr. Schwarz's collection is a specimen marked. July 20 : Mr.

Ulke took it in August, and the species is probably the last to disap-

pear, as it is one of the latest in making its appearance.

The specimens from Louisiana are decidedly larger than the others,

and very uniform in general appearance.

The genitalia of both sexes are peculiar. Those of the male are un-

usually large, symmetrical, free iu front. In the female the superior

plates are lost, or merged iuto a long, stout, conic process—altogether

a peculiar structure. The species may not be widely distributed in

Texas, since the Belfrage collection contained no specimens from that

State.

13. L. longitarsus Say.

Two specimens in our collection, both S ,
retained from material sent

for name. The specimens are not good, and offer nothing peculiar.

The genitalia are simple, symmetrical, and free anteriorly. No 9 could

be obtained for dissections. No localities not covered by Dr. Horn's

statements as to distribution have been noted by me.

14. L. clemens Horn.

One $ (coll. C. Y. R.) from New Jersey is in our collection, from

the Belfrage material. Dr. Horn gives Florida and Texas as localities.

It is barely possible that the specimen from the Belfrage material was

really collected in Texas, but I doubt it. The specimen is not mounted

on a Belfrage pin, and has not the almost universal date label of that

collection. It would give the species a wide distribution, however, if it

should be so, it becomes strange that no specimens from intervening

localities have been found.

The genitalia of the t> are symmetrical, free anteriorly. The 9 has

not been obtainable by me. The single specimen in the Museum col-

lection was named by Dr. Horn.
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15. L. dispar Burm.

Three $ specimens, all from Florida, (coll. 0. V. It.). Mr. Sohwarz
has it from Enterprise, Fla., May 7-20, June 9; Lake Harney, Fla.,

May 4.

In genital structure this species most remarkably resembles the pre-

ceding in general type, differing only somewhat in details. The spe-

cies seems not at all common.

16. L. gracilis Burm.

Many specimens, $ and 9 . New York (coll. C. V. R. and J. B. S.),

4 $ , 1 9 ; New Jersey (coll. C. V. R.), 1 $ ; Pennsylvania (coll. J. 15.

S.), 1 9 ;
North Carolina (coll. C. V. R.), 1 9 ; Louisiana (coll. C. V. R.),

1 S (the North Carolina and Louisiana specimens collected by Morri-

son). District of Columbia, many specimens, collected for the Museum
;

for dates, etc., see introductory remarks.

Mr. Schwarz collected it also at Detroit, Mich. This species becomes
common rather late in the season and is easily recognized, offering lit-

tle or no variation except in size.

The genital structure in both sexes is distinctive. The claspers of

the S are symmetrical, free anteriorly, with an unusually long curved

process. In the 9 , the true pubic process becomes well marked for

the first time, the superior plates united, forming the base upon which

it rests.

17. L. gibbosa Barm.

Numerous specimens of both sexes. New York (coll. J. B. S.),5 5,89;
Pennsylvania (coll. J. B. S.), 3 $ ; northern Illinois (coll. C. V. R.), 4

5 ; Detroit, Mich. (coll. C. V. R.), 1 $ ; Minnesota (coll. J. B. S.), 1 $
,

3 9 ; Nebraska (coll. J. B. S.), 4 $ ; Douglass County, Kaus., 9,000 feet

(coll. O.'V. R.), 1 $ ; Texas (coll. C. V. R.), 1 5,19; Virginia, June

12 (coll. C. V. R.), 1 9 ; District of Columbia, many specimens, collected

for the Museum.
Only the slight color variations indicated by Dr. Horn appear in this

series, and there seems to be no racial or geographical modification

whatever.

The genitalia of the $ approach the type of glaberrima and prununcu-

Una, by the vertical direction of the claspers. In the 9 the superior

plates are more normal, and are divided, still however serving as

pubic process. The ventral characters of the $ are also figured, a

well-marked specimen having been chosen.

18. L. hirtiventris Horn.

A single S specimen from Dallas, Tex. (coll. J. B. S.). This seems

rather a rare species in collections. The genitalia of the 6 are dis-

tinctive, symmetrical, free anteriorly, and better described by the figure,

than is possible by words. ^ . ,

3 .^q
Proc. N. m! 88 32
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19. L. congrua Lee.

The collectioD contains 18 S , 9. Texas (coll. C. V. R. and J. B.

S.),9 3,6$ ; Louisiana (coll. J. B. IS.), <> <5 ; Missouri (coll. C. V. II.),

3 5.

Dr. Iloni had no 9 before him when he wrote. That sex offers noth-

in i^ at all peculiar, and differs from the $ only in the lack of ventral

characters, and in the shorter auteuual club. In the series before me
there is a very marked tendency towards a darkening' of the thoracic

disk, accompanied by a corresponding- paling of the margin. The Texan

specimens are, as a whole, much paler in color and considerably smaller

(15""" to 19mm). The difference is scarcely racial, however, because one

of the Texan specimens is fully as large, and even darker than the

most fully developed of the Louisiana forms.

The genitalia in both sexes are distinctive. In the $ the claspers

are symmetrical, free anteriorly, and tending to a vertical direction.

In the 9 the tendency is again to the modification of the superior plates

into the pnbic process.

20. L. postrema Horn.

Not in our collection ; described from a single $ specimen in Dr.

Horn's collection, which he kindly allowed me to use.

The genitalia are distinctive, and are decidedly in the line of the

fusca type. The claspers are decidedly unsymmetrical, and as sug-

gested in the fusca group of characters. I have not been able to pro-

cure a 9

.

21. L. affinis Lee.

Many specimens, $ and 9 , most of them collected for the Museum
in the District; 1 9 , Kansas. Dr. Horn gives as localities Kansas, Col-

orado, Indian Territory, and Texas. Mr. Ulkehas it* also from Tennes-

see, and its occurrence in the District indicates a very wide distribution.

The species is a very well marked one, and shows no apparent varia-

tion.

The $ genitalia are distinctly unsymmetrical, free in front, but im-

mobile, being completely united behind. The 9 characters are equally

strong. The inferior plates distinctly notched and toothed to accom-

modate the superior plates, which are very much reduced in size, and
act as a support to the double pubic process, which rests on spurs from

the inferior plates.

It is likely that the species is local ; it has proved so at least iu the

District of Columbia, as is noted iu the introduction, to which reference

is also made for dates, etc.

22. L. prunina Lee.

Numerous specimens, $ and 9; 1 2, Texas (coll. C. V. R.); all the

others from Constantine, Mich , collected by Mr. Tyler Townseud.
Mr. Townseud informs me that he took all these on raspberry, early

in the evening, and that they were very abuudaut. It seems to be local
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and not easily taken, judging from the small number of specimens in

collections. There is absolutely no variation in the large series before

me, save a slight difference in the intensity of the brown.

The genitalia are uusymmetrical in the S , the claspers very dissimi-

lar. In the 9 the superior claspers have become entirely modified

into supports for the double pubic process, which is very like that of

affinis in type, though very different in detail.

23. L. calceata Lee.

We have two 9 specimens, " Gainesville, Tex., from the stomach of

a chuck-will'swidow," May 12. The specimens are of course some-

what damaged, but quite recognizable.

Mr. Schwarz kindly let me have a S specimen for dissection, but

by some mishap the preparation was lost, and I can not find that I made
even a sketch of it. The species seems rare.

24. L. crasissima Blanch.

We have 15 S and 9 9 . Texas (coll. C. V. B., J. B. S.), 5,3 9

Arkansas (coll. J. B. S.), 2 5,29; Kansas (coll. 0. V. R., J. B. S.), 1;

5,29; Nebraska (J. B. S.), 1 5 ;
Illinois (coll. J. B. S.), 1 9 ; New

York (coll. J. B. S.), 1 9 .

Dr. Horn gives from Kansas to Texas as localities. I am positive

my New York specimen is correct, as it has my local label, and I am
also very certain of my Illinois specimen. The species has therefore

rather a wide distribution.

The genitalia are distinctive and differ quite considerably from the

immediately preceding forms. They are in the 5 symmetrical, and of

a type quite similar to that of generosa in the early part of the series.

The 9 , on the contrary, has both plates definitely developed, and the

pubic process is characteristic, bifid but not double aud somewhat flat-

tened.

There is quite a distinct variation in the punctuation of the clypeus.

In some specimens it is sparse, the punctures well separated, the inter-

vals smooth, in others the punctures are fully as densely set as in

specimens offratema.

As a rule the 5 is smaller and paler. One of the 9 from Arkansas

measures .88 inches, larger than any specimen before Dr. Horn (.82

inches).

Otherwise the specimens are very constant and with \
rery little vari-

ation in other respects.

25. L. subpruinosa Casey.

Three 5 are in the collection (coll. J. B. S.) from Pennsylvania.

Dr. Horn says, " Taken near Jacksonville, Fla., by the late Edward

Tatnall." The specimens now in the Museum collection were given me

by Mr. H. W. Weuzel, aud were collected by him in the vicinity of

Philadelphia. Mr. Casey described the species from examples taken ou

Long Island or near it.
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No variation appears in our specimens.

The genitalia are very like those of the micans type, and in the S are

sym metrical. No 9 specimen has been at hand for study.

26. L. errans Lee.

There is one S specimen from California in the Museum collection

received from Mr. Ulke.

The $ characters of the species are simple. The claspers are sym-

metrical and contiguous, if not united in front. They are quite dis-

tinctive.

27. L. inversa Horn.

Numerous specimens— $ and 9. Virginia (coll. J. B. S.), $ , 9;

Illinois (coll. C. V. R., J. B. S.), 5 9 ;
Tennessee (coll. C. V. K.), on

Apple, May 24. For specimens from District of Columbia collected for

the Museum, see dates, etc., in the introduction.

This species was one of the most common at Washington in 1S88,

and is easily recognizable. In the $ the ventral character is obvious;

in the 9 the species closely approaches fusca—sensu lata—and is dis-

tinguished from arcuata by the nou-emarginate terminal ventral seg-

ment, and from fusca—strictly speaking—by the much more feebly

spiuose posterior tibia, there being no distinct rings of spines.

The genitalia are distinctive in both sexes. The claspers of the 3

are decidedly dissimilar, and very strongly marked. The 9 has the

pubic process very characteristically developed, and the superior plates

distinct. The figure must be referred to, to appreciate the structures.

Dr. Horn did not have inversa from the District of Columbia, and I

have not seen it from northern collections.

28. L. bipartita Horn.

There are 12 $ , 4 9 in the Museum collection. Louisiana, collected

by Morrison, 11 $ , 1 9 ; Tennessee (coll. C V. R.), 1 9 ;
Kirkwood, Mo.,

April 1G (coll. C. V. R.), 1 $ , :2 9 . This considerably extends the north-

ward and eastward range of the species as given by Dr. Horn. The

specimens are very uniform in appearance.

The genitalia of the specimens examined are distinctive and peculiar

by the twisted processes on the iuuer side of the clasper, which are

more characteristic of a later division. In the 9 , also the pubic proc-

ess is developed much more in the line of the rugosa group than of its

immediate allies.

Some of the Kansas specimens examined from other collections indi-

cate a new species with essentially the characters of the present, par-

ticularly as to the ventral segments of the $ . It will require care-

ful study of series from all localities to make certain of this. In Kan-

sas, I think there are still many new species to be discovered.

29. L. micans Knoeli.

There are numerous specimens of both sexes in the collection. Lousi-

ana (coll, J. B, S. and Morrison), 26 $ , I ? j Tampa, Fla., March 3§ (coll,
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C. V. It.), 2 5,29; Missouri, May (coll. C. V. E.), 15,12; New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania (coll. J. B. S.), 4 5,19; District of I Solum-

bia, large series collected for the Museum.
Florida is not given by Dr. Horn as a locality for this species. The

species superficially is a very compact one; but on looking over a large
series quite a decided variation of the sexual characters appears. The
punctuation of the venter varies quite considerably, and the gibbous
ridge of the penultimate segment of the 5 may be very feeble, or quite

prominent; may be close to the hind margin, or from near the front mar-
gin and strongly overhanging. The depression on the terminal seg-

ment is also variable in depth and extent ; occasionally it forms a regu-

lar fi, the closed upper part extending to the middle of the penultimate

segment. The 9 is equally variable
; sometimes there is no trace of a

depression in the last segment; in other specimens there will be a deep,

semicircular depression with very well defined margins, which does not,

however, extend to the penultimate segment.

The genitalia of both sexes are distinctive. In the 8 the claspers

are symmetrical and characteristic. In the 9 the superior plates are

peculiarly modified and sculptured, while the small, somewhat heart-

shaped pubic process sets in between them.

30. L. definita &imth.= diffinist Horn.

Not in the Museum collection. Dr. Horn says that after examina-

tion of Blauchard's type, he finds that he had mistaken the species.

Blanchard's diffinis is the comans of Burmeister, and has priority, while

diffinis Horn thus becomes nameless. Dr. Horn kindly allowed me to

study a 8 specimen, from which the figures are made. The claspers

are dissimilar, as usual, and are quite characteristic, resembling nothing

in the near neighborhood very closely.

31. L. vehemens Horn.

There is a $ and 9 from Kansas in the Museum collection. The angu-

lation of the posterior femur of the 8 is a strong character, as is also

the peculiar curve of the tibial spur. In ventral characters it very

closely approaches the species which I have named dubia. The 9 is

more difficult to distinguish from some of the fusca forms, but if the

transverse impression of the penultimate segment is constant it may
serve as an aid. Some specimens of the fusca series, however, also

show this character, though not so well marked.

The genitalia of both sexes have been examined aud also empha-

size the affinity of the species. The claspers of the 8 are dissimilar

—

less so when viewed from above, and quite characteristic. The 9 ap-

proaches more nearly to the grandis type, but the pubic process is

much reduced, cleft nearly to the base, while the superior plates are

small.

L. fusca auct.

It is in this group that the greatest apparent difficulty in the identi-

fication of species is encountered. The forms of the typical species are
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so variable and vet so strangely similar thai alter arranging a series to

show all the differences in habitus, color, and other details in the

strongest light, another series can be built up of precisely the same

specimens to show that there is only one form.

The latter conclusion was the one arrived at by Dr. Horn in his study

offusca, and he pointed out both the differences thathad been considered

specific and racial, and the reasons for still considering them forms of

the same species. Dr. Horn also pointed out some of the differences in

the ventral characters, but considered them -within the limits of varia-

bility, if even of varietal importance. The misleading character of the

aggregation consists in the fact that all the species into -which I have

divided it vary in precisely the same manner, so that it is easy to ob-

tain a series of specimens almost identical in all characters save those

of the ventral segments of the male, and which yet represent at least

six different species. Still Br. Horn left the question somewhat un-

settled, and open to future consideration. In the course of our collect-

ing we first noticed the remarkable constancy of the ventral characters

of the males of the species, or rather form offused taken by us, and from

this began to consider that it might refer to a distinct species. When
finally my attention was directed to the genitalia the suspicion became

a certainty, and the true solution of the fusca problem became evident.

The males, it was found, were thus easily to be separated; the females

were in a different case ; here there were no anal or ventral characters,

and little or nothing in the way of superficial differences. An exam-

ination of the primary sexual characters showed, however, that the co-

relation found in the other species existed here as well, and that the

species were well marked in both sexes.

In No. 6 of Insect Life I showed some of these differences, and gave fig-

ures of the characters relied upon. Since that time three other species,

each coming under the definition of fusca, have developed. Of these,

one was rather a surprise to me, coming from a region supposed to be

well represented in local collections, viz, Snake Hill, New Jersey, while

the others represented forms not seen by Dr. Horn and which would

have been most probably recognized as distinct by him. The table of

species allied to fusca as given in Insect Life must therefore be modi-

fied, and as the group fusca in the restricted sense becomes so much
changed, a new table of the species is given.

I wish again to emphasize the fact already mentioned in Insect Life,

that 1 have made no effort to identify the species here separated with

the types described by previous authors. I simply had neither the op-

portunity nor the knowledge of types to enable me to do it. If, at some
future time, older names will be identified with my species, I am content

to drop my terms, believing that in defining the species I will have dis-

armed blame for the needless names, if they bo such.

The following table includes all those species which agree in the char-
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acters which would lead to fusca in Dr. Horn's table of species 24-32

on page 238 of his Revision :

Clypeus distinctly emarginate, the angles rounded.

Ventral ridge of male small, well detiueil, strongly arcuate and overhanging the

ends at the extreme margin of the penultimate segment, and somewhat over-

hanging the penultimate segment arcuala

Ventral ridge of male small, well defiued, not overhanging, the ends, and indeed
the entire ridge, near the middle of the segment insverata

Ventral ridge of male longer, decidedly arcuate, but not so much as before, over-

hanging posteriorly for its full length, the ends at some distance from the pos-

terior margin of the penultimate segment dubia

Ventral ridge of male still longer, slightly curved, the ends overhanging poste-

riorly ; centrally the ridge is declivous, but not overhanging behiud fiisca

Ventral ridge of male elevated, nearly straight, not overhanging, scarcely de-

clivous at ends ; at center the posterior declivity nearly as gentle as the ante-

rior g nitidis

Ventral ridge of male not elevated, rigidly straight, and behind it an abrupt

depression of the segment ulkei

Clypeus feebly emarginate, nearly quadrate, the angles not rounded quadrata

By this table the males may be distinguished without much trouble.

The females are not so easily separated, yet may be in most cases asso-

ciated with the males.

32. L. arcuata Smith.

This species, as a whole, averages rather smaller than either of the

others. From dubia it does not, in the female, differ at all in superficial

characters, every effort to discover any feature whereby specimens of

this sex might be distinguished from each other kaviug failed. As the

genital structure is so distinct, this is somewhat surprising, and possibly

the true character has been still overlooked.

The primary characters of the female are much as in dubia, and yet

obviously different. The pubic process while divided at tip, much as

in dubia, is only about one-half as long and does uot divide the upper

plates as in that species. It resembles the upper part of the dubia

structure set upon the superior plates ; these latter are large and nearly

quadrate, in marked contrast with the narrow linear structuresof dubia.

The inferior plates differ as markedly, as can be readily seen by a com-

parison of the figures.

The males also in habitus do not differ from the allied species, except

in ventral characters, but these are obvious and easily recognized.

The ridge in this species is very much curved, very much overhanging,

the ends reaching the apical margin of the segment, while the arch,

combined with the depression of the last segment, forms a perfect

ovah

In this species the space included by the arch of the ridge is smooth.

The species seems rather more southern than some of the others. It

is practically the only form taken at Washington, many thousands

being taken, while only one specimen of the other forms was discovered.

Other localities are New York, New Jersey, central Missouri, Iowa,
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Georgia. The specimens from New York and New Jersey are from my
own collection, ami form the small minority of the specimens taken.

The specimeus from central Missouri are from Professor Riley's collec-

tion, and the figures in the Missouri Reports, so extensively copied,

probably represent this species.

33. L. insperata Smith.

Agrees very completely with Dr. Horn's description of fusca, and

offering superficially no obvious differences. The ventral characters of

the male resemble those of dubia and arcuata, the ridge being strongly

arched and small, but situated back from the posterior margin ot the

segment, and not overhanging the last ventral. In the female, I have

found no distinctive characters. Six specimens, taken under stones

early in spring by Mr. M. L. Linell, at Snake Hill, New Jersey, are be-

fore me—four of them males, two of them females. The specimens are

dark in color, and large and stout, resembling most nearly the larger

form of fusca, which occurs with it. The male character is recogniz-

able, and I separated out the specimens from a lot of fusca at sight.

The genitalia of both sexes bear out the intermediate position assigned

by the ventral characters.

The claspers of the male are symmetrical—an unusual character—yet

in structure combiniug the features of both arcuata and dubia. The
female is equally characteristic—more nearly allied to dubia perhaps

both in the form of the superior plates and the pubic process. The
plates are larger than in dubia, but not nearly so well developed as in

arcuata. Other differences will appear at a glance by a comparison of

the figures.

I was not quite prepared for this species, coining as it did from a

region from which 1 had many spesimens.* It well illustrates, however,

how really slipshod much of the collecting is, eveu with " good" col-

lectors.

34. L. dubia Smith.

Completely resembles fusca in all outward appearance and habitus.

The ventral characters of the male must be resorted to for the identifi-

cation of that sex. As appears from the figure, the ridge is decidedly

less curved than in arcuata, and more curved than in fusca, and is in

every respect more distinctly marked than the latter. The primary

characters will show, on comparison with the following species, a consid-

erable change of type, which should be followed by a corresponding

change in external habitus, but if it is, we have not yet discovered it.

In the female the differences of the male become emphasized. The
pubic process is broad, stout, somewhat contracted medially, and
divided superiorly into two branches which are broad, somewhat flat-

tened, and obliquely truncate. The superior plates are narrow, linear.

This species is in the collection from Massachusetts, New York, New
Jersey, Maine, North Carolina, District of Columbia, Illinois, Ohio,

'
I have siuce received it from Chicago, Illinois (Westoott).
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Texas, Colorado, Tennessee, Nevada, Montana, California, Wisconsin.

Of all the others this extends furthest west, and the race cephalica Lee.

belongs to this species. It is fairly numerous at New York, formed a

fair proportion of the specimens received from Chicago, 111., from Mr.

Westcott, but is rare at Washington, only a single specimen having

been taken during the last season (1888).

35. L. fusca Frolil.

This is the form which Dr. Horn suggests as likely to be the one seen

by Frohlich, and upon which he based his species. It offers no point

of superficial difference from the preceding species, with which it agrees

in form, color, size, and general habitus. The ventral character in the

male must be examined to recognize that sex, and no difficulty will be

found in this. The female is easily distinguished from all its allies by not

having the last ventral segment emarginate. This character is at once

obvious on examination, and the species is thus readily recognizable in

both sexes. A comparison of the figures will show the change in type

of genitalia from the preceding. The female shows the greater differ-

ence and is somewhat unique, the pubic process being subulate, slender,

the superior plates coalescent on the median line.

This species is in the collection from Texas, New York, New Jersey,

Ohio, Illinois, District of Columbia, Iowa.

It is the common form around New York City ; was the only form

found in a large lot of material from Cleveland, Ohio, and was repre-

sented in great proportion in a lot of specimens from the viciuity of

Chicago, 111. In the District of Columbia it is very rare, no specimens

having been taken at all during the season of 1888, and only a few

specimens from the locality are in the local collections.

36. L. grandis Smith.

This species is, as a whole, rather larger than either of the others and

rather more robust. The sides of the thorax are very perceptibly sub-

angulate before the middle, giving the species a distinctive appearance

which is generally easily recognizable in both sexes. In the female the

last segment is emarginate and the middle of the abdomen, especially

toward the base, is distinctly and somewhat aciculate punctate. The

male character has been sufficiently given in the table. The last ven-

tral segment is granulate punctate. Within my experience this is the

rarest of the fusca forms, though widely distributed. I have seen it

from Texas, North Carolina, Georgia, District of Columbia, Illinois,

Colorado, Maryland, New York, Wisconsin, Nova Scotia, Lake Superior

region Mr. Schwarz thinks it more common about Lake Superior tlian

the other species. In the District of Columbia it is rare, only isolated

specimens having been found by the local collectors.

The male ventral character differs from that of the allied spec.es in

that there is no perceptible curve to the ridge, which is rather promt-

nent and not at all crested or declivous posteriorly. The genitalia or
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the male are but slightly dissimilar, strongly resembling thefv*m type,

yet differing greatly in details, as a reference to the figures will readily

show.

The female is rather characteristic, differing from all other of the

forms by having the pubic process rather slender and furcate—quite

different from the broadly bifid processes of arcuata, in&perata, and

(111 bid.

37. L. ulkei Smith.

Form robust, ovate, rufocastaneous, shining. Clypeus slightly emargi-

nate, the border moderately reflexed, surface rather closely punctate,

front more coarsely and less closely punctate. Thorax widest at base,

arcuatedly narrowed to the apex, margin very indistinctly crenulated,

with short ciliae; surface distinctly but rather irregularly and not very

closely punctured, with a smooth median line. Elytra more deeply and

densely, somewhat continently, punctured, the costse evident. Pygi-

dium rather finely and sparsely punctate. Metastemum densely punc-

tured, the hair long and dense. Abdomen shining, sparsely punctate.

Claws curved, the tooth median, stronger in the female. Last joint of

the maxillary palpi ovate, not impressed.

Length, .85 inch, 21-22"111
.

Habitat.—South Carolina, Ulke; Georgia, Ulke ; Tennessee, U. S.

National Museum ; East Florida, Schwarz, 3 $ , 1 9 .

Male.—Antennal club as long as the stem, abdomen flattened at

middle, penultimate segment with a perfectly straight, feebly elevated

ridge, behind which the segment is strongly depressed, making the de-

clivity deep and abrupt without any great elevation of the surface of

the ridge. The ridge is close to the margin of the segment, and in the

Tennessee specimen almost coincident with it. Last ventral feebly

concave. Inner spur of the hind tibiae two-thirds the length of the

outer, and stouter.

Female.—Antennal club small, much shorter than the funiculus.

Last ventral segment feebly emarginate at apex. Pygidium more elon-

gate than in the male, more shining, the punctures more sharply im-

pressed.

Tbis species agrees in all essentials and group characters with /»sca,

and with that species it has been confounded. The four specimens be-

fore me are very uniform in appearance, and chiefly differ habitally in

the paler color and the much more rugose appearance, the punctuation

being coarser throughout. The lateral margin of the thorax is also

very feebly crenulated, yet not so as to throw the species into another

group. The ventral character of the male gives an obvious and safe

distinguishing feature for that sex. In the female the somewhat
broader, more oval form and the coarser punctuation must suffice.

Mr. Ulke has the male and female ; the specimen in the Museum is a

male. Another male specimen from eastern Florida, taken by Mr.

Ashmead, is in Mr. Schwarz's collection.
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Thus far the species seems southern ; whether it ranges farther north
or west, future collections must show.

The genitalia are closely after thefusca type, but they are symmet-
rical. They approach most nearly perhaps in detail to grandis. The
female is unique, not only for the group, but for the genus. Here the
pubic process is distinctly double, the parts slender, parallel, and quite

loug. The superior plates are quite reduced, and form lateral supports
to the pubic process.

38. L. quadrata Smith.

Form oblong, parallel, rather deep brown, shining. Clypeus very
feebly emarginate, moderately reflexed, surface coarsely and rather

sparsely punctured, front more closely and more deeply punctured.

Thorax widest at base, arquately, but not very greatly narrowed to the

apex ; margin entire, with short cilia? ; surface rather sparsely and ir-

regularly punctate, without an obvious smooth median line. Elytra

closely and conflueutly punctured, the punctures tending to form longi-

tudinal series; costae obvious but not much elevated. Pygidium
sparsely and finely punctate. Abdomen shining, sparsely puuetate, the

last two segments more coarsely. Claws curved, the tooth strong and
median. Last joint of maxillary palpi ovate, not impressed.

Length, .87 inch, 22 ,niu
.

Habitat.—Enterprise, Florida, May.
Male.—Unknown.
Female.—Antennal club small, much shorter than the funiculus.

Last ventral segment broadly emarginate at apex.

This species is based upon a single female specimen taken by Mr.

Schwarz, and now in his collection. It is evidently related to fusca, and
agrees with it in all structural details. It is, however, well distin-

guished by the almost square clypeus, the punctuation of the head and

elytra, and by the curiously parallel form.

The genitalia bear out the superficial characters to a remarkable ex-

tent, and are unique, though not as peculiar as in ulkei. The pubic

process is here deeply cleft at tip, but not entirely divi led, while the

separate tips are divaricate and pointed. The superior plates are rather

uniquely corrugated or folded. The discovery of the male would be

matter of great interest.

39. L. politula Horn.

Not in the Museum collection. Dr. Horn has but a single specimen

of uncertain locality, which he kindly allowed me to study. The geni-

talia very strongly resemble those of fraterna, and offer nothing note-

worthy.

40. L. barda Horn.

Not in the Museum collection.* I owe to Dr. Horn the chance to ex-

amine both sexes. The genitalia of the male are among the most pecnl-

*A specimen of this species has since beeiiseub ma by Mr. Liuell for name, and this

is now in the Museum collection.
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iar in the genus. Not only are they strongly asymmetrical, but the

peculiar forms of the claspers are entirely indescribable. The female

is also very distinctive, and reference is made to the figures for details

of the structures'.

41. L. marginalis Lee.

One male and two females in the collection. The male we owe to Mr.

Sch war/., the females are from North Carolina (J. B. S.), and Missouri

(?). (coll. 0. V. R.)

This seems uot a common species, and is not easily recoguized, though

very distinct in genital structure. The claspers in the male are strongly

asymmetrical and somewhat peculiar. Iu the female the structure was

somewhat distorted and 1 figured the parts just as they appear iu the

specimen. Mr. Ulke has the species from District of Columbia, Georgia,

Maryland, New York, Illinois.

42. L. spreta Horn.

Not in our collection. Dr. Horn had but two specimens, both males,

and from one of these the drawings are made. The claspers are very

decidedly dissimilar, and distinctly peculiar in form. They have also,

rather aberrantly, the inner side of tip hairy.

43. L. fraterna Hair.

Of the typical form we have 4 £ , 4 9 from New York, New Jersey,

southern Illinois (all from coll. J. B. S.).

Of the variety cognata we have 5 3, 10 9 ; New York, New Jersey,

North Carolina, Louisiana, Nebraska (all from coll. J. B. S.).

Of the variety forsteri we have 1 £ , 3 9 , from New York and New
Jersey (coll. J.B. S.).

The variety semi-cribrata is not represented. Dr. Horu had 2 males,

"possibly Georgia."

Our specimens indicate a considerably wider range than that given

by Dr. Horn, both to the South and to the West.
Iu looking over the series in the collection, and in addition the dupli-

cate material, a very strong variability is noted. The size, form, and
sculpture differ remarkably, and the polish of the surface is also very

inconstant. The male characters also show a decided variation. Iu

some forms Dr. Horn's description applies perfectly, in others there is

no distinct elevation, while in the other extreme you inay have a per-

fect arch, always feebly marked at the middle, however. The forms
found at Washington differed so strongly that I studied the genitalia of

the series carefully with the result that I developed out of specimens
referred to the form forsteri, a very distinct species.

The genitalia of the male are unusually well developed. The claspers

are disproportionately large and very distinctly asymmetrical The
figures show two views, the one with the claspers normally open, the

other with the claspers closed so far as possible, the specimen having
been taken in coitu. The female shows the disappearance of the superior
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plates and the expansion of the pubic process, which in the uext series

becomes so prominently marked in some of the species.

44. L. nova Smith.

Oblong; slightly broader behind; chestnut brown, shining. Clypeue

moderately emarginate ; the border narrowly reflexed ; surface densely

and coarsely punctured; the front less densely so. Thorax gradually

narrowed from base to apex ; sides feebly arcuate ; the margin dis-

tinctly crenate; surface with distinct, irregular punctures ; sparse on the

disk where there are irregular, smooth spaces; more dense and equally

at the sides. Elytral punctures finer than those of the thorax; much

more closely placed; somewhat rugulose ; the costse feeble, but evi-

dent. Pygidium sparsely, finely, and indistinctly punctate. Meta-

sternum densely punctured; the hair not long nor dense; shorter in

the female. Abdomen sparsely punctate at the sides, the last two seg-

ments more coarsely. Claws curved; the tooth strong and median.

Last joint of maxillary palpi fusiform, not impressed.

Length .55-.70 inch; 14-LSm™.

Habitat—New York, District of Columbia, North Carolina.

Male.—Antennal club equal to or slightly longer than the funiculus.

Abdomen slightly flattened at middle
;
penultimate segment with a

distinct, arcuate, granulated ridge, behind which the segment is deeply

impressed and punctured. Last segment with a cupuliform depression

;

inner spur of hind tibiae shorter and stouter than the outer.

Female.—Antennal club shorter than the funiculus. Penultimate

ventral segment with a linear impression close to and parallel with

the hind margin. Hind tarsi slightly shorter than the male.

This species is not uncommon at Washington, and has been very gen-

erally confused with fraterna, var. forsteri, with which it agrees in all

structural features. Apart from the primary differences-m the male

genitalia, this sex is always easily recognizable by the distinct arcuate

ridge of the penultimate segment. The same character is sometimes

approached in the var. forsteri, but is never so distinct The thoracic

margin in both sexes is more distinctly crenate, though this, is also in-

dicated in some forms of fraterna.
n ,, , inn

There are several specimens of both sexes in the Museum collection

from the localities above named. The genitalia of the male dififer from

those of fraterna most remarkably in size as well as in othei details.

The claspers are not more than one-half as large, much more frail m

appearance, and quite differently built. In the female, on «e contrary

lean find no differences from fraterna. The *»^_"»*^
alike so far as my observations go, and I have examined a considerable

number of them.

45. L. infidelis Horn. . ,,
(

,

The collection contains two female specimens from Georgia
,

(coll. <U

V. B.), presenting nothing at all peculiar. To Dr. Horn I o«c the .....1.

for study.
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The claspers of the male genitalia are very lightly and gracefully

built, and very strongly dissimilar. The female characters, on the con-

trary, are small, and not at all well developed. The figures must be

referred to for details.

46. L. hornii Smith.

Oblong oval, not broader behind, convex, very deep brown or piceous,

shining; clypeus moderately deeply emargiuate, rather more acutely in

the female ; margin narrowly reflexed, rather coarsely, densely punct-

ured, front scarcely less densely punctured. Thorax distinctly nar-

rower in front; sides very obtusely angulate, widest behind the middle,

narrowed to base, more obliquely narrowed in front; margin feebly

crenate, sparsely ciliate, disc convex, the punctures moderately coarse,

variably placed, sometimes closely and equally, sometimes sparsely and

irregularly on the disc, leaving smooth spaces, but no smooth median

line, a distinct depression of the basal margin externally. Elytral

punctures finer, much more dense, somewhat rugulose, costai evident.

Pygidium moderately and somewhat irregularly punctured, less densely

so in the female. Metasternum densely punctured, the hair long and

dense in the male, short and sparse in the female. Abdomen finely

punctate, more dense at the sides, the last two segments much, more

coarsely and densely. Last joint of maxillary palpi fusiform, not im-

pressed.

Length .75-.85inch; 19-2lmm .

Habitat— Washington, D. C, Tennessee, Virginia, Ohio.

Male.—Antennal club slightly longer than the funiculus. Penulti-

mate segment with a very strongly elevated, overhanging arcuated

crest, occupying nearly the entire length of the segment, behind which

there is a deep, transverse punctured impression. In some specimens

the crest is divided at the middle, and a longitudinal impression extends

forward to the middle of the preceding segment. Last ventral with a

quadrate punctured impression, the hind margin with a small deep

emargination. Claws arcuate, tooth rather extra median, shorter than

the female. The fixed spur is quite short, less than half the length of

the outer, and proportionately less stout.

Female.—Antennal club shorter than the funiculus. Pygidium more

elongate, the punctures smaller and more sparse. Posterior femora

stouter, spurs ofhind tibitc short and stout. Penultimate ventral seg-

ment with a strongly impressed line near the hind margin, behind

which the segment is depressed. Last ventral segment sinuate at

apex, scarcely emargiuate. Tarsi not shorter than in the male.

Variations.—In a series of nine specimens no variations are observed.

The species is remarkably constant in form and color.

About a dozen specimens of this interesting form were takeu at

Washington during the present season (1888). None of the local col-

lectors had ever taken it before. As will be seen by the record of capt-

ures heading this paper, the specimens were rarely taken. . T picked
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up one specimen in the morning on a walk in the Smithsonian grounds,

badly eaten by ants, and fished another out of a fountain in the White

House grounds. Mr. Ulke took two specimens at the electric light. Mr.

Schwarz received a single male specimen from the mountains of Ten-

nessee, and Mr. Alwood saw a specimen in a local collection in Vir-

ginia. I saw several specimens in Mr. Dury's collection at Cincinnati,

Ohio, and the species is probably widely distributed, though rare.

In group characters it would seem at first referable to the fraterna

section of the fusca group, but the large size, very long tarsi, and the

marked sexual characters refer it rather with ragosa and allies, though

the thorax is not as evidently angulated, and the punctures are not

nearly so coarse. In the short spur of the male it resembles inftdcli.s,

while the distinct elytral costa; as well as the male characters make it

evidently distinct. I take pleasure in dedicating this strongly marked

species to my good friend and mentor, Dr. Horn.

The genital structure is very strongly marked in both sexes. In the

male the claspers are very dissimilar and very large. In the female

there is a combination of superior plate and pubic process, which is

approached but not equaled in other species in this group.

47. L. biimpressa Smith.

Oblong, scarcely ovate, pale reddish-brown, shining. Clypeus mod-

erately deeply emargiuate ; margin narrowly reflexed, densely and rather

coarsely punctured, as is also the front. Thorax distinctly narrower in

front ; sides obtusely angulate, widest at middle, narrowed to base, more

obliquely narrowed in front; margin irregular, scarcely crenate, sparsely

ciliate ; disk convex, the punctures coarse and rather closely placed, a

distinct smooth median line, a distinct impression of the basal margin

externally, and a distinct foveate impression at each side nearly oppo-

site the angle; elytral punctuation finer, more dense, somewhat rugulose,

sutural costa distinct, the others feeble ; metasternum closely punctate,

with moderately long hair
;
pygidium rather sparsely, finely, and ir-

regularly punctured ; claws arcuate, with a strong median tooth
;
last

joint of maxillary palpi fusiform, not impressed.

Length, .70 inch ; 18mm.

Habitat.—Manhattau, Kans., '76.

Male.—Antennal club nearly as long as the stem. Abdomen flat-

tened at middle, sparsely finely punctuate at the sides, the last two seg-

ments more coarsely. Penultimate ventral segment with a rather feebly

elevated, strongly arcuated ridge, behind which the segment is deeply

impressed and punctured, last segment with a somewhat quadrate de-

pression.

Only a single male is known to me, the source of which I do not know.

It seems to be an old specimen, though in good condition, received at

the Department of Agriculture, and used in the exhibition series to rep-

resent/^™, I have placed it in this group, and associated it with act-

tula, though the specimen has very evidently but nine antennal joints
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on each side. Yet all the other characters of structure and habitus

refer the species here, while it would be otherwise associated with en-

tirely incongruous material. Under the circumstances I regard the

nine joints as accidental, and shall expect other specimens to show the

typical 10-joiuted form.

It is quite possible that the foveate impressions of the thorax are not

constant, but they are quite symmetrical in the specimen before me,

and are very distinct.

The claspers of the male genitalia are, as usual, distinctly dissimilar,

and characteristic. It will be interesting to obtain the female.

48. L. luctuosa Born.

The collection contains 2 S , and 2 9 from South Carolina (coll. C. V.

R.). The specimens are all very dark, and the female is but slightly, if

at all, more ventricose than the male.

The genitalia of both sexes have been examined; the claspers of the

male are unsymmetrical as usual, but offer no striking characters. The

female structures are more distinctive, showing the rudimentary supe-

rior plates, and the bifid pubic process. Mr. Schwarz has taken the

species in the District.

49. L. corrosa Lee.

Not in the Museum collection. It is recorded from Illinois and Texas.

Mr. Ulke has it from Dakota and Minnesota, and it will probably turn

out as widely distributed as most other species.

I owe to Dr. Horn the opportunity of examining the female, and to

Mr. Schwarz the male. Both sexes have the genitalia very strongly de-

veloped. The claspers of the male are very dissimilar, and of the same
type as that of the majority of the species in this group. In the female

the superior plates and pubic process are fused, producing a very

strongly marked form of a type similar to that of hornii, but smaller and
less modified.

50. L. scitula Horn.

Not in the Museum collection. Dr. Horn has it from Texas, and kindly

allowed me to study the species. The male genitalia have the claspers

most remarkably modified, and are very different from anything else in

the genus. The figures must be left to explain the structures.

51. L. knochii Gyll.

The Museum has 2 $ from Kansas (coll. Morrison), and 1 9 Texas
(coll. J. B. S.).

Dr. Horn gives the habitat from Massachusetts to Georgia, and this

is therefore a very decided extension of the limit. The species seems

rare. In several years collecting around New York City, I found but

a single specimen, and that quite early in my experience, for I remem-
ber it had a common pin through it. I can not find that others have
taken it much nore abundantly.

The genitalia are distinctive, yet of very much the same type as the

immediately preceding aud following species.
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52. L. profunda Blanch.

Not in the Museum collection. Dr. Horn says it occurs in Texas, and
Mr. Ulke Las it also from the District of Columbia, Virginia, and Loui-

siana, indicating a wide distribution.

I have been able to study the genitalia of both sexes, and the fig-

ures will show how similar to, yet distinct from, Jcnochii the species is.

53 L. rugosa Mels.

Numerous specimens of both sexes are in the collection. New York
(coll J. B. S.), 2 $ ;

Illinois (coll. Morrison), 5 5,59; Ohio (coll. C. V. R.),

1 $ j Kansas (coll. Morrison), 2 $ ; Nebraska (coll. C. V. 11,, J. B. S.),4 $ •

Montana (coll. J. B. S.), 1 $ ', Collinsburgh, La., April 12 (coll. C. V. R.),

IS.

No variation not mentioned by Dr. Horn has been observed. The
variation in the ventral ridge of the male is marked, but does not change

its character. Mr. Schwarz has it, collected at Detroit, Mich., May 30,

and at Port Huron, Mich., June 5, nearly two mouths later than the

occurrence of the species in Louisiana. It is the most common of its

group and is easily recognized.

The addition of hornii and biimpressa to this series of species from in.

fidelis to rugosa, has added material strongly emphasizing the relation-

ship to the fraterna group, and yet unique, too, in many characters. In

hornii, corrosa, hnochii, profunda, and rugosa we have an association so

definitely marked in genital structure of both sexes that concurrence

of other characters to form a close association in other respects arcnatu-

rally expected. There may be eventually a slight re-arrangement of the

order of the species here when larger series of some of the forms makes

their exact relation more certain. Mr. Schwarz suggests that some of

the species in this group may frequent conifers, and this would account

for their comparative rarity.

54 L. hirsuta Kuocb.

There are 7 S and 6 9 in the Museum collection. New York (coll. J.

B. S.), 5 5,59; District of Columbia (coll. J. B. S.), 1 9 ;
North Caro-

lina (coll. J. B. S.), 2 $ .

The series offers nothing of special interest. The species is not com-

mon, and for some reason seems never to be in handsome condition.

Both sexes have been examined and offer distinctive characters. In

the male the claspers are unsymmetrical, and introduce a somewhat

new type in the line of twisted processes to the inside. The figure

shows an upper, back view to better display the process. The female

lacks the superior plates; the pubic process, however, very distinct.

The clothing of hair on this species is very variably distinct and usu-

ally quite irregularly placed. There is, however, a tendency to a some-

what linear arrangement along the cost*, without forming distinct

'

Proc. N. M. 88 33 ^^4*"
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55. L. longispina sp. nov.

Oblong, nearly parallel; ferruginous brown, feebly shining; sparsely

clothed with yellowish erect hairs, longer and more dense on the tho-

rax, shorter on' the elytra, where they form distinct rows on the costae

similar to those of hirticula. Head densely and coarsely punctured,

with moderately long hair; clypeus emarginate, the border moderately

reflexed. Thorax widest at middle, slightly narrowed at base, more at

apex, the margin feebly creuate, ciliate ; basal margin channelled exter-

nally : surface with coarse punctures moderately closely placed, with long

erect hairs. Ely tral punctures much finer than those of the thorax, less

impressed, denser, and somewhat rugulose; the hairs sparser and shorter

than on the thorax ; the discal costa3 not distinct, marked only by the

rows of longer hair. Pygidium of male sparsely and not deeply punc-

tate, not hairy. Metasternum densely punctured, the hairs yellow,

long, and dense. Claws arcuate ; a strong acute median tooth.

Length, .68 inch, 17",m
.

Habitat.—South Carolina (Morrison) ; Grand Ledge, Mich., May 24

(Sch war/.).

Male.—Autennal club a little longer than the stem. Abdomen
slightly flattened at middle, the penultimate segment at middle with a

transverse, arcuate, rugulose elevation, behind which is a concavity.

Last ventral flat. Inner spur of hind tibia fully as long and scarcely

stouter than the outer.

Female.—Wanting.

Three specimens of this form, which is perhaps confused with hirsuta

(with which it agrees in group characters) in collections, are before me,

all of them males. The South Carolina specimen is in the U. S. Na-

tional Museum, the others are in Mr. Schwarz's collection. I believe

Mr. Ulke also has a specimen, the locality of which is different from

either.

The species is readily known by the almost equally long spurs of the

hind tibia and by the distinct lines of hair. The thoracic margin is

also very plainly, if feebly, creuate.

The genitalia of the male only have been examined. The claspers

are dissimilar, and of quite a different form than in hirsuta, despite their

similarity in superficial habitus.

56. L. diffinis B\auch=coma)is Horn (Burm).

This species is not in the Museum collection. Dr. Horn had it from

Georgia, South Carolina, Florida. Among material determined by me
for Mr. Dury, of Cincinnati, Ohio, was a single male specimen, from

which I made the drawings of genitalia. The correction of the synonymy
is by Dr. Horn, and is based upon studies made during the doctor's

visit to Furope. For a somewhat uncommon species four synonyms
are rather a disproportionate share.

In the structure of the claspers of the male there is a very great
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similarity to longispina, with yet sufficient differences to make the dis-

tinction obvious.

57. L. implicita Horn.

There are 2 $ and 2 9 in the collection given by Mr. Pergande, taken
at St. Louis, Mo., in June. It appears a widely distributed speeies

and locally not uncommon.
The genitalia of both sexes have been examined, and in the male the

claspers are dissimilar, as usual. In the female there is a distinct

resemblance in the one organ both to pubic process and superior plate,

characteristic of injidelis and some others. All the specimens seen

by me are remarkably constant in appearance.

58. L. innominata Smith.

Oblong oval, convex, chestnut-brown, shining. Clypeus moderately
deeply, acutely emarginate, the border moderately renexed, surface

closely rather coarsely punctate, front less densely and more coarsely

punctate. Thorax, sides arcuate, narrowing rather regularly toward
apex, the margin scarcely irregular, not crenate, with long ciliae, the

punctures small, sparse, and irregularly placed, no median line, a dis-

tinct channel along the base externally. Punctures of elytra more
coarse and dense than those of thorax, the costa? evident but not prom-

inent. Pygidium sparsely indistinctly punctate. Metasteruum punc-

tate, the hair ( $ ) long and abundant, abdomen indistinctly punctate at

the sides, the last two segments more coarsely punctate ; claws arcuate,

a long acute median tooth, smaller on anterior; last joint of maxillary

palpus fusiform, not impressed. Length, 72 inch., 18 mm .

Habitat.—Winona, Minn., U. S. National Museum, Ace. 21542.

Male.—Antennal club as long as the stem. Abdomen flattened and

slightly concave at middle. Penultimate segment with a rather feeble

semicircular depression, on each side of which is a short oblique tuber-

osity; last segment transversely concave, almost cupuliform.- Inner

spur of hind tibia rather more than half the length of the outer, stout

and straight.

Female.—Unknown.
This species is known to me in a single male specimen only. It is

intermediate in some respects between implicita and balia, yet abun-

dantly distinct from either. The male characters are more like those of

implicita, save that the last ventral segment is concave, but the very

smooth sparsely punctured thorax is distinctive. The description is

after Dr. Horn's description of implicita, and the differences between

the two are thus readily ascertainable. It is a larger insect than either

implicita or balia.

In the structure of the male genitalia it is closely allied to implicita,

differing in details, however, if not in type. It would be interesting to

know the female, to see whether the resemblance to implicita is as dis-

tinctly carried out in that sex.
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59. L. balia Say.

The collection contains 4 $ and 10 9 . New Jersey, 1 $ ; Massachu-

setts, 1 9 (coll. J. B. S.); New York, 1 9, May 22; northern Illinois,

3 $ and 8 9 (coll. C. V. R. and Morrison).

The males show little or no variation, and are smaller throughou

than the females. The latter show on the penultimate ventral segment

a more or less evidently impressed line, shorter as it becomes more dis-

tinct.

Mr. Ulke has the species collected at Washington and also from Ten-

nessee, thus extending the range of the species southward farther than

mentioned by Dr. Horn. Mr. Schwarz has it from Detroit, Mich.,

July 1.

Both sexes have been studied. The males, as usual, have the claspers

dissimilar, and both of them with twisted processes. In the female the

pubic process is slender and bind at the tip. The superior plates are

distinct without being large.

60. L. villifrons Lee.

There are 4 <? and 9 in the collection, all from Illinois (coll. C. V.

R. and Morrison). There is no obvious variation, except in size, and

this variation is not sexual. Mr. Schwarz has the species from Penn-

ington Gap, Va., July 3, and Mr. Ulke has taken it not rarely at the

electric light in Washington. It was not among the species captured

in the systematic collecting. The two species, balia and villifrons, are

not easily separated, and care is necessary not to confuse them. The
difference in shape noted by Dr. Horn I can not make out, and the other

differences require tact to discover. Iu the genitalia the difference is

marked in both sexes. The claspers of the male, while appendiculate,

are so in an entirely different manner. In the female the superior

plates are more fully developed, and the pubic process is short, broad,

and stout.

61. L. limula Horn.

Not in the Museum collection. A widely distributed species west of

Illinois. To the kindness of Dr. Horn I owe the opportunity of study-

ing the genitalia of both sexes. The structures of both sexes approach

those of balia. In the male the claspers are both appendiculate, and
quite differently from any other species. In the female the superior

plates are well developed, comparing fairly in size with the inferior

plates, and the pubic process is long, sleuder, and narrowly bifid at the

tip.

62. L. nitida Lee.

Not in the Museum collection. According to Horn, from Georgia and

Pennsylvania. Only a female could be obtained for examination, and

this resembles in structure villifrons quite closely.

63. L. hirticula Enoch.

Numerous specimens of both sexes. Massachusetts, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, District of Columbia- North Carolina,

.
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Illinois, Missouri, Nebraska, Minnesota. Bates on the specimens range
from April 10 (probably under stones) until the middle of July. The
introduction will give tbe dates of the species at Washington.
This insect, wherever it occurs, is almost or quite as abundant as

fusca or its local representative. The species is remarkably constant
in the character of the elytral vestiture, but remarkably variable in

other respects. A series obtained from Illinois were so much larger
and so much more coarsely sculptured, that I at once suspected a new
form allied to rugosa; so stroug is this impression at first sight that a
rubbed specimen would be unhesitatingly placed with rugosa. The
ventral characters are, as usual, variable in the distinctness of the de-
pression and ridge of the male. The majority agree well with Dr. Horn's
general expression, but quite a fair proportion have the transverse
ridge strongly marked. In the female the feature pointed out in several

other species exists, viz, a vague transverse line on the penultimate
segment, gradually developing until there is a distinct ridge; always a

short one, however.

In the genital structure the relationship to the rugosa group is em-
phasized in both sexes, though perhaps not more so than to ilicis. It

would almost seem as if groups x and xi should exchange places.

64. L. delata Horn.

Not in the Museum collection. But two males, from east Kentucky,
were known to Br. Horn, and of these he allowed me to study one.

On a considerably reduced scale the claspers of the male resemble those

of ilicis.

65. L. ilicis Enoch.

Numerous specimens of both sexes. New York, New Jersey (coll. J.

B. S.); Pennsylvania, Nortb Carolina (coll. Morrison) ; Georgia (coll. J.

B. S); northern Illinois, central Missouri (coll. C. V. B.); Kansas (coll.

C. V. B., J. B. S.); Iowa (coll. J. B. S.).

Included in the above are the localities for ciliata Lee, which I can

not believe distinct from ilicis. This species ranges to Kansas—much
farther west than given by Dr. Horn, and one of these specimens

puzzled me not a little before I would say it were either ilicis or ciliata.

From Pennsylvania we have 3 $ and 1 9 , apparently collected at the

same time. Of these, 2 $ are good ilicis, while 1 8 audi 9 are perfect cili-

ata. Of the specimens collected by myself in New York, all were takeu

near the entrance of Prospect Park, Brooklyn. Of these, some are de-

cidedly pruiuose, and with scarcely perceptible pubescence, while oth-

ers are decidedly pubescent, with more or less upright hair intermixed,

in some specimens forming the lines along the elytral costre, typical of

ciliata. The characters of color and punctuation are all evanescent,

and I can not find any evident difference in the crenation of the tho-

racic margin. In the ventral cbaracters of the male the differences are

of extent rather than character, and not constant. The female ilicis
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is said to have the pygidiam longer than wide. In our most typical

specimen careful measurement shows that it is about one-fifth wider

than Ion*;, and about the same as in ciliata. Finally the sexual struct-

ures are identical throughout the entire series, and, as has been hinted,

partake very decidedly of the rugosa type—the female with the devel-

oped pubic process, the males with very strongly dissimilar claspers.

66. L. aemula Horn.

Two male specimens from Florida, given by Mr. Schwarz, are in the

Museum collection. Mr. Schwarz collected the specimens at Haulover,

Fla., March 11-13, and states that they fly shortly before sunrise, in-

stead of at dusk and early evening, as do most of the other species.

The impression on the last ventral segment of the male is very variably

distinct, sometimes very deep, with a marked conic elevation each side,

sometimes so faint and vague, that it is almost impossible to say whether

the specimen is a male or a female.

With this species begins again the series of forms in which the geni-

tal organs vary in the direction of simplicity. The claspers of the male

are symmetrical, and are united in front. The female was studied, but

in some way the preparation was mislaid and no drawing made. My
recollection is that it resembled rather closely the arcta type.

67. L. arcta Horn.

Not in the Museum collection. The female only is known, and I owe

to Dr. Horn an opportunity to study that sex. The superior plates are

distinct, but are united medially, and form a pseudo pubic process well

studded with short hair.

68. L. crenulata Froehl.

Numerous specimens, male and female, are in the collection. New
York, New Jersey, 13 5, 9 (coll. J. B. S.); Texas (coll. C. V. R., J.

B. S.), 2 5,19; Iowa (coll. C. V. R.), 1 $ ; central Missouri, May, 3 8
;

northern Illinois, 2 S ; Alabama, May 10, 3 9 ; Tennessee, 1 9 (all coll. C.

V. R.). Mr. Ulke also has it from Florida, Nebraska, aud Dakota. For

dates of captures in the District, see the introductory remarks. Mr.

Schwarz collected it in Kentucky April 10; in Michigan (Lake St.

Clair, Detroit, Port Huron) in June. These localities indicate a wider

distribution than that given by Dr. Horn, and it has probably as wide

a range as any of the species. I have collected the species myself on

blackberry early in the evening, taking them by the dozens. Curiously

enough, during the collecting at Washington not a single specimen was

seen on that plant, though I returned, again and again to the search.

In the series before rue the males average larger throughout than the

females, though they are not so robust. As a rule, the females are

darker, nearly black in some cases; the hair is also longer and coarser

than the males, and the specimens thus show considerable variation.

In some forms the legs and ground color of elytra are black, and this

form looked distinct at first, but I could not discover any differences.
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The sexual characters are still more simple than the preceding strik-

ingly resembling those of lanceolata in the male. The female has the
superior plates united along the median line, and forms the usual sub-

stitute for the pubic process.

69. L. albina Burni.

Not iu the Museum collection. From a borrowed specimen I studied

the female, in which the superior plates are distinct and not united.

70. L. vetula Horn.

We have one female specimen (coll. J. B. S.) from New Mexico. It

is a striking species, quite unlike anything else in our fauna or that is

known to me. I have been able to study the male in a lot of material

obtained for determination. Dr. Horn says of the female : " Claw, tooth

long and median.*' In the specimen before me the tooth is moderately

long but decidedly intra-median, especially on the fore tarsi. The
claspers of the male are here symmetrical and united in front. The fe-

male has the superior plates well developed and unusually prominent.

Mr. Ulke has the species from Arizona.

71. L. rubiginosa Lee.

There are 17 S and 2 9 in the Museum collection, all from Texas (coll.

C. V. E., J. B. S.).

The specimens show no variation, except in size. The series of longer

hairs along the elytral costse iu the female are very distinct and rec-

ognizable, even in some of the males, though never so prominently.

One specimen bears date April 20.

The sexual characters of the male become still more simple, as a ref-

erence to the figure (71) will show. In the female the superior plates

are very short and united along the median line.

72. L. parvidens Lee.

There are four males in the Museum collection : Florida (coll. J. B. S.),

1 $ ; Georgia (coll. 0. V. R., J. B. S.), 3 5. Mr. Ulke has it also from

Virginia and the District of Columbia. Mr. Schwarz has it from Tampa,

Fla,, April 5-8.

No variation appears in our specimens. The male characters differ

very distinctly from the forms immediately preceding, the claspers being

distinct, rather characteristic in form, and free iu front. The female

structures, on the other baud, are reduced to a minimum, only the in-

ferior plates remaining distinct.

73. L. submucida Lee.

There are 33 S and 22 9 in the Museum collection, all from Texas (coll.

C. V. It., J. B. S.). Except a slight variation in size there is absolutely

no variation. Dates are on two specimens—June G and June 10.

The sexual characters are again more marked in this species. In the

male the clasper, while symmetrical, is distinctive, and quite strongly

modified. In the female both plates are very distinct and well charac-

terized. There is no pubic process.
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74. L. glabricula Lee.

There are ten males in the Museum collection from Texas and Kansas

(coll. C. V. B.).

The female of this species was unknown to Dr. Horn, and I have not

found it in any collection examined by me. The claspers of the male

genitalia are quite characteristic andstrongly modified, yet symmetrical.

75. L. fucata Horn.

Not in the Museum collection. I owe the chance of studying the male

to Dr. Horn. The claspers of the male are symmetrical and quite dis-

tinctive. I have not been able to obtain the female.

76. L. exorata Horn.

Not in the Museum collection. The specimens known are from Texas,

and species is probably local. To Dr. Horn I owe the chance of study-

ing the male, which is quite characteristic iu sexual structure. The

claspers are symmetrical, free in front, and with a distinctive process

anteriorily.

77. L. ignava Horn.

There are 3 $ and 1 9 in the Museum collection, all from Texas (coll.

C. V. R.).

The specimens were collected by Belfrage, and the range of variation

in size is greater than that given by Dr. Horn. Oar smallest male is

.56 inch, our only female .67 inch. Otherwise the specimens agree per-

fectly, and show no variation at all.

The male only has been studied, for some reason which I do not now
remember. The male organs are characteristic from the tendency, here

first strongly marked, to the oblique lengthening of the apex. The

claspers are symmetrical, little modified, and absolutely immobile.

L. longicornis Blanch.

This must be dropped from our lists. Dr. Horn has seen the type,

and says that it is not North American.

78. L. quercus Knoch.

There are four males in the collection—North Carolina, Louisiana,

Florida (coll. J. B. S. and Morrison). The range of the species is thus

somewhat extended southward.

The species is not at all a common one, and is not often found in mis-

cellaneous collections. The male only has been studied. It has, like

the other species with which it is allied, symmetrical claspers, not united

anteriorly, and sufficiently modified to be distinctive.

79. L. inepta Horn.

Two males from North Carolina (coll. J. B. S.) are in the collection.

The locality is new, Dr. Horn's specimens being from Ohio. One ofour

specimens has the ventral characters very strongly marked, and pre-

cisely as described
; the other is so much weaker as to scarcely differ

from a specimen of quercus, in which the depression is well marked.

The shining surface is really all the difference I am able to make out
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between the few specimens of inepta and quercus. The female is as yet

unknown.

The genital structure of the male is very distinctive, and more nearly

allied to ignava than quercus. The claspers are immobile, slender and
curved, not united in front.

80. L. affabilis Horn.

Wanting in the Museum collection; occurs in Kansas, whence Dr.

Horn had two males. From one of these the drawings were made.
The claspers are of a somewhat different type from those of the pre-

vious species, while still symmetrical and free in front It approaches

nearer in type to glabricula.

81. L. clypeata Horn.

Male and female from Mr. Schwarz. Enterprise, Fla., May 8-29.

Both sexes of this have been examined. The claspers of the male
have a considerable resemblance, seen from the front, to affabilis.

They are, however, quite differently set on the teluai, and present a

very distinctive lateral view. The female is peculiar. The pubic proc-

ess is stout, quite long, irregularly subulate and acutely notched at

the tip. The superior plates are wanting.

82. L. boops Horn.

Male and female from Mr. Schwarz are in the collection. Crescent

City and Indian Rirer, Fla. The male organs have a strong resem-

blance to those of inepta, yet differing decidedly in detail. The length

of the claspers or their practical continuity with the telum are unique

features. The female organs are equally peculiar, yet perhaps merely

a development of the clypeata type. The form of the superior plates

is entirely unique, as is also their relative situation to the pubic process.

83. L. ecostata Horn.

Not in the Museum collection. I owe to Dr. Horn the privilege of

examining the male. The genital structure is here again quite unique.

The form of the claspers, and particularly their peculiar contiguity, are

distinctive. The female must be very interesting. It maybe a still

more exaggerated form of the type seen in boops.

84. L. crinita Burm.

Seventeen males are in the collection, all from Texas (coll. C. V. B.,

J. B. S.).

The species is very constant; little variation noted, except in size.

The greatest factor as to variability is in the length of the antennal

club of the male. Always very long, the tendency is to exaggeration,

becoming sometimes fully three times as long as the funiculus.

The genitalia of the male are figured, and, like all in the present

group, the claspers are symmetrical and united in front, In all the

species the structure is very similar, small matters of detail only em-

phasizing the differences between them. The structures are small, and
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rather imperfectly chitinized, yet not membranous. In the females of

all th<' species the corneous characters seem to have disappeared.

There is nothing visible. In the common tristis I have closely examined

many specimens, both fresh and dried, without finding any definite

structures. All the species in this group are closely related, lenis be-

ing perhaps most distinct, and they illustrate the extreme of simplicity

found in this genus, so far as sexual characters are concerned, illustrat-

ing also the extreme of development in anteunal structure.

85. L. antennata Smith.

This species is intermediate between tristis and crinita, while evi-

dently distinct from both. It has the size, vestiture, aud general habi-

tus of tristis, but the smooth, shining surface of crinita. The antenna

have the club distinctly longer than the stem, and much longer than

in tristis, without attaining the abnormal development of crinita. The

female is recognizable by the shining surface, associated with the ves-

titure of tristis.

Size of tristis.

Habitat.—Texas, Belfrage.

The Museum collection contains a long series of males, aud but a sin-

gle female. There is no variation whatever, except a very slight one in

size. The sexual ventral characters are as in tristis. I have seen other

specimens than these in the Museum collection, and all are from Texas.

It is probably common.

The remarks uuder crinita will apply as well to this species, so far as

the genitalia are concerned.

86. L. tristis Fabe.

The Museum series contains 47 $ , 51 9 (all from coll. C. V. R. aud J.

B. S.). The localities are New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Dis-

trict of Columbia, North Carolina, South Carolina, New Hampshire,

Kansas, Wisconsin, central Missouri, Iowa, central Illinois, Texas. The
dates on the specimens range from April 20 to June 23. The former

from central Missouri, the latter from New Hampshire. For dates of

occurrence in the District of Columbia see introductory remarks.

In this species there is little variation, except in size, aud this ranges

from .35-.60 inch, the smallest specimens being from Kansas. The ven-

tral characters are not strongly marked, and the variations pointed out

by Dr. Horn are distinctly seen in the series. The smoother, more shin-

ing surface in southern aud western species is conspicuous, as is also

the uniformly smaller size. In addition, the pubescence of elytra be-

comes decidedly shorter and more sparse, and the club of antenna is

somewhat longer. In neither direction, however, does the species in-

terfere with antennata. Nothing more need be said about the genitalia.

87. L. lenis Horn.

We have 3 $ from Arizona (coll. C. V. R.), all as nearly alike as pos-

sible. Nothing need be said about the male genitalia, save that they
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are of the same type as the rest of the group. The female, however
has the genital plates distinct, somewhat resembling arcta.

88. L. heterodoxa Horu.

Not in the Museum collection; it was collected in Arizona. Dr.
Horn kindly gave me both sexes for study. The sexual structures here
show a very decidedly greater development than in the tristis group,
in both sexes. The claspers of the male are symmetrical, rather
slender, and curved, barely united in front. In the female there is a
peculiar development of the inferior plates, which is unique. There is

no trace of superior plate or pubic process.

89. L. tusa Horn.

Not in the Museum collection. Dr. Horn kindly allowed me to study
a specimen from his collection. The genitalia of the male are very dis-

tinctive and represent quite a peculiar type, much higher than the po-

sition of the species in the series, or indeed its appearance, would in-

dicate. The female has not been studied.

90. L. maculicollis Lee.

Not in the Museum collection. The species is from lower California.

No dissections were made of this species, as it looked too frail to risk

the softening necessary, and material was scarce.

91. L. nitidula Lee.

Not in the Museum collection. Also from lower California, and not

studied for the same reason given for the preceding.

As the result of the preceding studies the number of species is in-

creased from 81 to 91. Two species of Dr. Horn's list are dropped

—

ciliata, referred as a synonym of ilicis, and longicornis, which turns out

not North American. Of by far the greatest number of species both

sexes are figured—of nearly all one sex is represented. Altogether

there are nearly 300 figures. The task has not been a light one nor

has the work been hastily done. At present writing eleven mouths

have elapsed since the first specimens were taken for the season of 1888,

and much more than a year since I made the notes on the Museum col-

lection which I have incorporated here. The paper was not begun nor

intended as a contribution to systematic entomology. Dr. Horn's ar-

rangement is unexceptionable, and the aim of his paper—the knowl-

edge of the species—was fully accomplished. My own work tends

rather to call attention to a set of structures that must eventually be

studied more closely by the systematist. They render the identifica-

tion of a species both certain and easy, and will often solve doubts as

to specific identity or distinctness. The few species which I have de-

scribed have not been sought to gratify a desire to describe, but simply

to complete the work. Further collections in new localities will un-

doubtedly increase the number of species, and of course also our knowl-

edge of their habits. As it stands at present ice do not Jcnow positively

the larva of a single species of Lachnosterna. It ought not to be difficult
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to find those of the more common species. Nor do we know liow lon{

they remain in the larva stare—more than one year certainly, possibl

three. Will not our coleopterological friends try and work out some
of these problems .' There are plenty of them.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES XLVII1-LX.

The figures are consecutively numbered, but not regularly arrangec

on the plates. In each case the number of the figure corresponds to th(

number of the species in the text, and each group of figures refers tc

the same species. The lettered figures throughout have the same
meaning: a, claspers of male from front or above; b, right clasper ; c

leftclasper; tf, female organs. These are always subdettered as fol

lows: /, inferior plates; s, superior plates; p, pubic process. Other
special letterings are explained as they occur. Missing numbers repre

sent the numbers of species not studied.

1.
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Plate LIV—Continued.

L. spreta, Horn, $ .

L. fraterna, Harr., $ and $ .

av. Claspers of $, closed.

e. Ventral characters of $ ,

(4 species iu 17 figures.)

Plate LV.

44 L. nova, Smith, $ and 9.

e. Ventral characters of $ ,

46. L. hornii, Smith, $ and 9.

e. Ventral character of $ .

47. L. hiimpressa, Smith, $ .

56. L. diffinis, Blanch., $ .

57. L. implicita, Horn, $ and 9

.

(5 species in 19 figures.)

45.

48.

49.

58.

59.

64.

Plate LVI.

L. infidelis, Horn, $ and 9 .

L. luctuosa, Horn, $ and 9

L. corrosa, Lee, $ and 9 •

L. innominata, Smith, $.

L. halia, Say, $ and 9 .

L. delata, Horn, $

.

(6 species in 22 figures.)

Plate LVII.

Plate LVIII.

54. L. hirsuta, Enoch, $ and 9.
60. L. villifrons, Lee, <? and 9.

61. L. lunula, Horn, $ and 9.
63. L. hirticula, Enoch, ^ ami $

66. L. icmula. Horn, £.
67. L. arcta, Horn, 9 .

69. L. albiua, Burin., 9.

70. L. vetula, Horn, ^ and 9.

(8 species in 21 figures.)

65. L.

71.




